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Balloons, nostalgia, and praise kick off
largest Capital Campaign in Conn history
and student activities. Ten million ?ollar~ will be put towards
special prolects, The total for the
endowment will be 75 million
Friday afternoon the campus
dollars. There are four areas in
was buzzing with people walking around in suits and dresses the endowment: faculty support,
with name tags stuck to their scholarships, program support
shirts. This could only mean one and the unrestricted endowment. FinaUy, 20 miHi.onwill be
thing: homecoming. However,
before the homecoming festivi- for capital projects.Bsposrtoelso
Soo;l~L. that the campus win see
ties began, there was a dinner to
changes come in mcrernenta.
launch the largest capital camBY JENNIFER GREENFIELD
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paign in Connecticut Conege's
history.
According to Claire Gaudiani,
First Lieutenant Jeff Carpenter

Coast Guard
Academy.mourns
loss of cadet
BY lENNY BARRON

The CollegeVoice
On Monday, a cadet collapsed
during a Coast Guard Academy

soccer practice and was later
pronounced dead at Lawrence
and Memorial Hospital. Preliminary findings from the State Office of the Chief Medical Examiner indicate that Third Class
Cadet Kevin Reid Carpenter
died of natural causes, specifically, ischemic cardio myopa thy
leading to a heart attack.
Carpenter, 19,collapsedon the
soccer field during a routine
practice after gelling hit on the
head by a soccer ball. But, this
was determined not to be related to Carpenter's death. The
cadet was having difficulty
brea thing and Academy athletic
trainers were called to the scene
to administer CPR. Fifteen minutes after Carpenter collapsed,
an ambulance rushed him to
Lawrence and Memorial Hospital in New London, where he

was pronounced

dead later that

evening.
"Tonight we mourn the loss of
a shipmate,"
said Captain
Patrick Stillman as he addressed
the cadet corps on Wednesday
night. The evening was gray and
misty as Carpenter's
brother
First Lieutenant [eff Carpenter,
a Marine from North Carolina,
was presented with the memorial flag.
"You became a surrogate family," [eff Carpenter told the assembled cadets. "When you're
three thousand miles away it's
hard to get by without someone
else to lean on, And I just wantto
say, thank you so much."
Cadet Carpenter, a California
native, joined the Corps of Cadets in 1994. He was the captain
of the junior varsity soccer team
and a management major. The
cadet enjoyed singing and was
very active in the church,
particuarly the choir and Officer
Christian
Fellowship
at the
Academy.

president of the college, this campaign is taking place because
Connecticut College "must be
strong and endure." Five years
ago, the board of trustees and
the communityworke(l together'
to come up with a strategic plan.
It was designed to help the
growth of Connecticut College
for the future. Due to rising inflation and future improvements, the desired goal of the
campaign was set at 125 million
dollars: This sounds like a huge
chunk of money; however, in
comparison
to competing
schools, Connecticut College has
actually been underendowed in
the past.
The money will be placed into
different areas. Twenty million
dollars will go into the annual
. fund. According
to Craig
Esposito, director of planned
and major gifts, this fund is the
most critical because it can be
used immediately for such needs
as salaries, electrici ,athletics,

SoDleoftheplansfortheDloney

include renovating residence
halls, redesigning Hale Lsbore-

tory and New London Hall, completingtheTansiJ1BlackboxTheater, updating the library and
classrooms, and maintaining
and enhancing the Arboretum.
Already having raised 62.5
million dollars, the campaign is
half way to its goal.
"We have a wonderful job
ahead of us and we're going to
doit,"said Claire Matthews, vice
president for development.
Fridaynight'sdinnermadethe
campaign official.
The board of trustees, parents,
faculty members, students and
many others came to the 1%2
room to support and celebrate
the campaign. Three screens
were set up showing various
pictures from the past. To start
the evening off, Chaplain Steve
Sc;hmidtsaid a prayer aptly ending with the campaign's theme,
"Now is a time to lead."
Gaudiani gave special thanks
to her colleague Claire Matthews. Gaudiani even read a

poem in honor of Matthews and
gave her strap-on angel's wings
for the job she had committed
herself to doing. "It is hard to
say thank you and there is still
so much work left to do at the
same time," said Gaudiani.
Gaudiani then went on to inform the audience of the sad
news
that
Joanne
lOOI
Cummings. ctess of 1950 and
fanner trustee, recently passed
aJVay.Sheannounced that Toor

Cummings left over 3.5 mutton
dollars to Connecticut College.

The college's Center for International Studies and the Liberal
'Arts(ClSLA)wiJ1nowbenamed
after her. Toor Cummings' endowment is a major reason why
the campaign's goal of 125 million dollars will be reached,
However, Gaudiani also gave a
great deal of credit to the trustees who ensure large sums of
money each year toward the
annual fund. The loyal and dedicated alumni and parents were
also accredited
during the
evening. Susan Eckert Lynch,
the nationalchair of the board of
trustees and a member of the
class of 1962, spoke in the room
that was a gift from her class.
She cited past gifts and urged
the audience to make newones.
"Our college is strong. We owe
it to our leadership:' said Lynch.
"You and I, today, [are] not waiting for others to setlhe example,
[we] are taking responsibility for
the future of Connecticut Colle e."
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Conn professor:

On Call:

An eyewitness account of
tragedy at the Coast Guard
BY JASON SALTU

Tht CoIkg< Vmu

ohnKing leaves a
ark just by living

smoothest I've ever seen.
Unfortunately, the best docton; and medical staff in the
world could not have saved that
boys life. From the training staff
BVYUNGKrM
on the field all the way through
Fttltures Editor
until theend,all people involved
"Here is a man most imdid everything possible. No one
perfect: full of great and
could ask for more.
small passions, ambitious,
All I could think about is that
vain, thirsting for love, fragunimaginable call to his parents.
ile, jealous, difficult, restIt's the type of call you hope
less, excessive, without
never to receive in your lifetime.'
hold, now overbearing,
I feel for his family, loved ones
now miserable, naive and
and friends. It's not easy to lose
someone. It was hard enough
overly refined, fleeing the
world whileyetinlovewith
for me to watch a young boy
it, full of longing, weak, a
that I didn't know pass away.
blade in the wind, half clairThe atmosphere at the hospital was quiet, reserved and penvoyant, half dumb and
sive after he died. Everyone kept
blind, a child, a fool, a poet,
to themselves, no doubt thinkyet painfully entwined in
ing about their loved ones. Even
will and illusion, but enthe EMTs I was with said that it
dowed with the one virtue
was the youngest and hardest
of being yours with all his
call they had ever taken.
heart. "
Television, movies and the
-Letter by Thomas Mann
news have made us immune to
to Pa ul Ehrenberg
the pain of death. This was no
John King taught at Connectimovie, no actors and no happy
ut College since 1971. His acaending. It was as real and sad as
ernie reputation and scholarly
they come. If you have ever
chievements
made him a treawatched someone die, you know
ure to the college community.
that the images will haunt you
is passing left those who knew
for several days and the memoim with heavy hearts.
ries will last a lifetime. The cold,
This past weekend, the board
gray, lileless body staring off
f trustees voted to posthuinto notningness i.s a painful re~
ously promote' King- to hili
minder that you cannot just
switch the channels.
This incident was a freak,

unpredictable death, Healthy nineteen year olds rarely drop dead
on soccer fields, but this is an
example of how life can throw
curves. What can you do? We're
trying to play God, and we will
always lose. All you can do is
hold those you love a little closer
and tighter,and thank everyday
that they are with you. This
young man is a reminder of how
precious life is and how it can
end in an instant.

'

rofessor. This wasaiJromotion'

at would -ha-ve occured natually given his achievements. '
In his time here he left his
ark by just being himself. No
ne can really say what it was
t made him so special. All we
an do now is describe it, reember it; and most of all miss
t.
King was an associate profesr of German, and the associate
irector of oral proficiency in
he CISLA department. He also
aveofhistirnefreel
toan one

.

eed H served on numern
mittees spending hours
ouscomnu
,
.
d in everything posof. lime 0k gthis school better.
~k~mae
"H . the kind of person every
acaedlS
anuc. Iinstitution needs,"
said Bob Proctor, provost and
dean 0f th eaf culty .
He made a career of studying
an d teac hing German, but he
s nt his life as a wann indipe
in

vidual. "Professor King had a
certain way about him, an
amused smile, a little sparkle in
the eye, that always made you
feel like you had found a new
best friend," said senior Meghan

Cra.

".

,

T~kiitg it> p~.ople about Itim
now will probably evoke tears
arid a long face. But when people
remember him and think about
the many things he did one can
only smile and laugh.
King's loss will be felt by
many, but his passing should
not be thought of as a tragedy.
He lived a full life and had the
opportunity to touch many lives.
He fought hard to live, but when
his time came he met it with his
head held high. "An author
wrote the ur ose of oet is to

help us meet death with grace,
He knew he lived with grace"
id P
,
sal
roetor.
Ki ng foug ht 0 ff hiis fllstcancer
. 973b
.
.
in 1
,ut It returned this past
year.
He
fought
it again val.
.
..
iantly, but this time was not as
fortunate.
He left gradually ' but
.
remained co~tantly upbeat despite the .. painful treatment he
was receiving.
.
Througheverythmghekeptit
all in, and was able to stay the
same. "John worked for the students as a friend, an advisor,
and a guide. He was private, he
never complained, and he stayed
optimistic. He said that the doctors were cautiously optimistic
so he said he might as well,"
said Mary Devins, associate director of CISLA.
When people think of John
King, the words kind, humorous, and giving keep being repeated. Everyone has his or her
own story about what he did.
Through his acts, his memory
will always live. "I remember
one day Ihad left a frantic message on Professor King's machine, begging him to be my
German advisor. When I returned to my room', there was a
message on my phone waiting
for me. 'Megan, I would be tickled pink to be your advisor. Just
tell me-where to sign,' Clay reminisced.
"His suave shyness. His
charming sense of humor. His
amicable warmth. His intellectual stamina. His ability to give
lectures with such a zeal and
• passion that it would literally
send shivers down the very
spine of my back," said. senior
Lucas O'Connor. "It was a combination of these characteristics
that made us, as students, want
to be like John."

Welcome Back

Conn Student Specials
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SPRING BREAK '96
TRAVEL FREE!!
SUN SPLASH TOURS
is seeking campus reps 10
promote our fantastic
spring break weeks
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I
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Health in the 90s:

Abraham Verghese:

Confronting prejudice
and searching for a
new meaning in life
BY JENNY BARRON

News Editor
You see it on the evening news, on
your favorite sitcom. Every now and then
it makes the front page of the New York
Times. You know people are dying, but
you can't hear their distant voices. For
the majority of this campus, and others
like it ace ross the country, AIDS is not
real. Students are not indifferent, they
are just isolated.
In My Own Country: a doctor's story, Dr.
Abraham Verghese gives this disease a
name. He gives it a face. These young
people that he treats in the small Tennessee town of Johnson City spring vividly
from the pages of the book and remind us
of what is important, what we take for
granted.
'When you die young, you start to
wonder what the meaning of it all has
been," said Verghese. "The answer they
came to was that meaning resides in the
successful relationships they had over a
lifetime:'
Verghese added solemly that his interaction with his patients led him to reorganize his priorities and to better understand his own search for meaning in life.
He spoke of his patients as being afflicted with two very different diseases,
first AIDS and then the stigma that accompanies it. His patients were mostly
young homosexual men who had completed a migration which he described as
commonplace in rural America.
They would leave their towns for the
same reason that other young people
leave: jobs, education, curiosity, but also
because th ir ho
xuali

MYSTIC'S

cepted in their conservative, traditonal
communities. Many would go to the "big
city" to find themselves, only to find
AIDS as well. When they became sick,
they were forced to return home, making
the cycle complete.
But, even with this tortured migration,
Verghese said that AIDS is still a foreign
concept in many of the small towns
accross the nation. And the stigma that
accompanies it is almost more dangerous than the disease itself.
"On the one hand there's the virus.
But, on the other there is this huge metaphor of shame and secrecy that travels
with the virus," verghese explained.
He recalled two of his patients comMoTion Ettlinger
mitting suicide after discovering that they Abraham Verghese
were HIV-positive. Verghese believes
thalltwas this metaphor that killed them,
because the virus had not had a chance to
do any physical damage.
The main item on the agenda at this· week's Assembly was a discussion of the
But, Verghese is optimistic.
proposed Dean's task force to improve intercultural understanding, (see articleon
"I'm surprised to hear myself say this,
page 5.)
but Ithink for the first time we're turning
·Kristen Pa.ge, chair of academic affairs, announced that the Educational Planthe comer," he said. He cited new and
mng C~mn\lttee met and amended the general education theme for this year,
agressive methods of confronting the
Page said that they added a paragraph to clarify the broad "humandillerence
and
disease.
.
diversity" theme.
~
So, what is the message of these young
Car~l~ Holliday, pr~ident of the sophomore class, said they would be
victims?
or~rozmg a .contact .sess.\On on study ahroad optlon with A\ex H:ybe\, dean 0\

This Week in SGA:

"We don't wrestle on a college campus
with the meaning of life since we're so
engaged in life itself," Verghese said. He

explained that this meaning does not lie
in money or fame or good looks; none of
this holds out over a lifetime.
Rather, it lies in your relationships with
family, friends, and lovers.
"The message to extract from these
patients, these experiences is that meaning is all around," said Verghese.

ARMY NAVY STORE

Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!

Sun - Sat 9-9
Fax & Notary Services

860 - 536 • 1817
37 West Main Street

national and mtemauonej programs on Tuesday. She said.that the time and. piece
W'ould be announced

later.

Stacie French,perlimenteriert, announced that Lee Coffin" dean of edmlsstons,
would be organizing a new plan for the new viewbook. She said that the new
process would involve giving students cameras and selecting some of their
pictures to be induded in the viewbook. French explained that this would be a
way to make the viewbook more representative of the college community.

MSSC agenda for 1995:
The Minority Student Steering Committee is the political voice for all of the
unity clubs on cam pus.
MSSC presented their agenda for this year at the student-trustee liason committee meeting last Friday.
Their goals for the year include working with the administration and creating
better relations with the campus.
Luma al-Shabib, chair of MSSC, said that they wanted the campus to know who
they were and what they did.
They mentioned their plans to improve 'communications which included coverage in The College Voice and better relations with SGA.
This year Dan Shedd, SGA president will sit on MSSC, as the C-book mandates.
This will ensure better communication between the two groups. that they have
been viewed as a radical group in the past and wanted the campus to know that
their goals had changed over time.
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Conn professor reaches students:

Arlan Mantz Brings
Experience of the "Real
World" into his classroom
and they had just opened up a brand new
facility. So far the adjustment has been
BVYUNG KIM
pretty
fun. "I love this area; New EnFtQlures Editor
gland is a great place. The people here
are friendly, and the camaraderie with
Given the choice, many would prob- the department is great," said Mantz.
ably just take the money and run. But
Olin seems to be the perfect home for
when Arlan Mantz, new professor of the master of tunable diode laser
physics, faced that choice, he decided to spectropy. There are a few rough spots,
leach.
but as a whole Olin has lived up to Its
Mantz spent many years in the busi- billing. "There are a few things that needs
ness world of physics, building lasers at adjustment. Some minor details here and
a company based in Bedford, Massachu- there, but 1 am happy. The lab space is
setts. A friend of his was founding the adequate," said Mantz.
company, and asked Mantz to join in on
While Mantz is enjoying his stay, the
the ground floor. He made good money,
department may be reaping the greater'
and even had time to sail on his boat. But rewards. Having Arlan Mantz on staff
then one corporate take-over followed
means more to the school than it does to
another and he just grew weary. "I have him. The international visibilityfor physno regrets about my time in business. I ics has definitely increased. Mantz is the
just recognized what I wanted to do. I editor of a physics journal read by scholworked hard, 1 succeeded, 1just wanted
ars. New London, Connecticut now apto enjoy it," said Mantz.
pears in the journal right next to Mantz's'
After leaving laser analytics he took name. This summer Mantz spent time at
some time off just to figure things out. He a conference on tunable diode laser
was out on his boat when a friend sug- spectropy in Russia that he organized. "I
gested a new career. "I was talking to a think I can contribute something a little
friend of mine when he suggested 1 try different. I have a different perspective
teaching. He said I'wes good at explainon things from my experience in busiing things, and I love to talk, so I gave it ness. I can explain something and show
a try ," Mantz.

Man\:z."'pent

a serccsaer at a local \uniol:

college teaching the subject he truly loves.
While physics can becomptex. and has a

tendency to aggravate most people,
Mantz sees a real beauty in it all. "Sputnik really got me excited about physics. 1
grew up on a farm in Pennsylvania. and
I would just look up at the sky1magining.
There is an elegance to it all. Once you get
over the material, it becomes simple.
There are rules and no exceptions, it really is simple," said Mantz.
He moved on to Franklinand Marshall,
and lived in the area where he was raised.
lie didn't have any intentions of moving
on, but doors just kept opening. This nice
liberal arts school in New London, Connecticutwas looking for a new professor,

Read The
-CollegeVoice

peoplewhat

use it actually bas. and what
\ did with it," said Mantz.
Mantz is here because he enjoys what

Spring Break .

ness world," said Mantz.
There are limits to all Mantz can do. He
would like to see the school acquire more
technology, and he would also like to see
the technology our society possesses to
be pushed even further. Ifyou take all the
variable and pump them into the equation,
the
end
result
is
Conn+Olin+Mantz=big
smile. "I am
happy where I am right now. My family
and my sall-boat are around me. I enjoy
this area, the school, and the facilities. I
am enjoying it all," said Mantz.
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have the ability to explain what the rules
are, and even fewer may be able to explain how they work. What Mantz can
explain is how the work they are doing
can translate into a career path. All physicists do not wear lab coats. Some actually
go onto very profitable careers in business. "The skills learned in physics are
very important in the real world as well.
Many banks and corporations are hiring
physicists, chemists and psychologists.
Analytic skins, the ability to analyze and
develop theories, are very big in the busi-

.

free catalogs today

for

Choose to study

you to visualize,

in

define and

reach your goals. Take the
first step and call for our

Editor

ArIan Mantz

he is doing. He is teaching a subject that
he really loves, and he loves to spread
that excitement. "I work more than the 40
or 60 hours 1 guess 1 am supposed to be
working. Mostly because I enjoy it. I love
teaching, and I am .really enjoying the
students," offered Ma"".
Mantz wants to do more than give
exams and hand out assignments; he
wants people to understand what the
point of physics really is. "I try to explain
the affect physics has on our society. We
all use it in our house-hold appliances
and at the supermarket," said Mantz.
What Mantz can offer the students is a
non academic perspective. Few people

he choices you

•
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Dean's Task Force
p~oposesgraffiti
reaction protocol
BY JENNY BARRON

News Editor
WITH REPORTING

BY MEGHAN

CLAY

THE

COLLEGE VOICE

On Thursday, the Dean's task
force to improve intercultural
understanding
submitted
to
SGA, for discussion and revision, a protocol for dealing with
ha te graffiti.
The protocol details steps to
be taken by anyone who sees
hate graffiti on campus, as well
as guidelines for dealing with
the incident.
"In a community like this, you
hope to have a free exchange of
ideas," said Arthur Ferrari, dean
of the college. "But, this [hate
graffiti] creates an atmosphere
that is hostile and threatening not only to those pointed out in
the acts, but to others as well."
"No one was quite sure what
to do," explained
Tamara
Michel, director of Unity House
and member of the task force.
"II's a good beginning, it gives
us something to move forward
from."
The protocol sets out five steps
to be taken within the first 24
hours after hate graffiti is seen.
It defines hate graffiti as any
graffiti that harasses or threatens people on the basis of race,
sex, or sexual orientation.
Any person who sees hate
graffiti should first call campus
safety, or if he or she does not
feel comfortable
doing so,
should
call
his
or her
house fellow and have the
house fellow notify campus

safety.
After collecting evidence from
the scene, campus safety must
ensure that the graffiti is painted
over or washed off.
Then, campus safety must call
the Dean of the College as soon
as possible.
It is then the dean's responsibility to notify the President and
the Dean's staff and give them
all of the details of the incident.
(i.e., what the graffiti said, what
it looked like, where it was, who
found it and how it has been
handled so far).
Finally, the Dean of the College or the President must notify the campus community as
soon as possible via broadcast
bulletin and by written notice.
The written portion will be sent
to everyone in the 'community,
relating the incident to other
such incidents arid reminding
people of different people available to talk to for support.
In their discussion of the proposed protocol, several Assembly members suggested that the
definition of hate graffiti be expanded to include religion and
ethnicity.
.
"1 don't like the idea of excluding people from a document
that applies to the entirety of the
campus," said Jesse Roberts,
public relations director.
It was also suggested by Some
senators that the reaction was
too excessive.
"I think there definitely should
bea strong response," said Maya
Perry, house senator of Freeman.
"But, an overwhelming response
to one incident would just fuel

Kreton

I...etmon/Pllotographer

SGAA •• embly

the person who did it."
Some Assembly members suggested thatthis protocol was just
a reaction to past incidents.
'We need to get out there and
be active on this," said Rudi Riet,
house senator of Warnshuis.
Sam Foreman, class of 1998,
pointed out that the faculty need
to be more involved in any protocol that is adopted.
"Wl:enthishappenedlastyear
I didn't see

any

faculty involve-

rnenr," said Foreman. "'They"re

an important part of this campus and I don't feel like they're
being utilized."
Mike Brown, house senator of
JA, said he was concerned that
the proposal was too "alarmist."
He referred to the protocol's

suggestion that some class time
might be devoted to discussing
incidents.
"Everybody on this campus is
here so students can learn," said
Brown. "In the real world, when
something like this occurs we
can't take a day off."
"I consider this a 'day on' real
issues," said April Ondis, publisher of The Voice Media Group.
Ondis supported the idea that
class time be used to discuss
incidences
of racist graffiti on

"WelcometoConnecticutCollege. You're far from the real
world," agreed William Intner,
president of the senior class.
Lisa Paone, chair of residential life, said that we came here
to learn how to live in a diverse
community.
"1 feel sorry for anyone who is
just here to "learn in the classroom," she added.
lnc.\uded in the protoco\ ate
suggested

actions to be taken by

edrntnisrretron ..facuJryr..and stu-

dents.
campus,
saying
tha"t the
The suggestions include a
communtiy should make use of
town meeting, letters to TheColthe opportunity
to address
lege Voice, mandatory
dorm
prejudice.
meetings, an article in Connecti"We're not the real world,"
cut College Magazine and faciliexplained WoodBrooks. "Hopefully, the real world is looking to tated class discussions.
higher education as a model."

Loss of another friend of Conn:

Conn mourns loss of former trustee Joanne Toor Cummings '50
BY MICHELLE

Edilor in

RONAYNE

Chief

Joanne
Toor Cummings
graduated from Conn in 1950
with a degree in art history. She
later became active as a trustee
of the college from 1981 to 1991,
donated the Joanne and Nathan
Cummings Arts Center, became
active in foreign policy, and was
a patron of the arts. Most of all
she loved Conn.
Ms. Cummings passed away
recently but her legacy will live
on. Claire Gaudiani, president
of the college, told of her passing at the ca pital campaign kickoff and
announced
Ms.
Cummings'
bequest of more
than $3.5 million. This money'
will go to endowing the Center
for International Studies and the
Liberal Arts which will now be
renamed
the Joanne
Toor
Cummings Center for International Studies and the Liberal

Arts.
A small portion of her bequest
will go to renovations in the
foyer of Cummings. According
to Caudiani, the foyer will be
turned into a sa- r-r-

The building has never had a
student lounge or a heart to it,"
said Tim McDowell, chair of the
art department, and the artist
who rendered the drawing of

not only of a fantastic and committed woman, but of a friend.
She told of her experiences with
Toor Cummings when she first
became president. She went to
,
New York and they were

Ion suitable for
receptions, performances
or
simple conversetlon: 'it will become a wanner,
more
inviting
part of the center.
There will be a
combination
ticket booth and
espresso bar with
adjacent
tables
and chairs.
A
wood floor will be
installed, there will be newcomfortable seating and Antoine
Poncel's sculpture "Sensorya.'
currently under plywood, will
be on display along with a bust
of Tom Cummings.
"The idea is to have a salon.

talking
about
what
Gaudiani should wear to
her inauguration.
The
dresses
that
Toor
Cummings was showing
to the new young president were ... well, a little
out of her price range.
They started
around
$10,OOOandwent up from
there. Gaudiani wasa little
shocked
at the price.
"Then joanne told me not
Tim McDaweI
to worry ... 'they'll give it
to you for half price.' My
the new salon.
car wasn't even worth $5,000,"
According to Gaudiani, the remembered Gaudiani.
salon should be finished by the
Gaudiani eventually found a
start of second semester.
dress and clearly had a successWhen Gaudiani spoke of To or ful inauguration. But what she
Cummings' passing at the capi- remembered most of that time
tal campaign launch, she spoke
was the warmth and humor of

Toor Cummings.
Toor Cummings'
sister,
Suzanne Toor Karpas, was
present at the campaign kick-off
and said, "Joanne would have
loved to have been here."
ToorCummingsled a successful life. Conn awarded her the
college medal, the college's highest honor, in 1994. She set up the
Joanne T. Cummings Scholarship Fund for needy students
"of any color, race or creed." She
was the Senior Vice President of
the National Committee on
American Foreign Policy, a title
she held since 1991. She was involved in many artistic endeavors and was a collector of late
19th and early 20th century
paintings and sculptures.
But her family has asked that
contributions in her honor be
made to Connecticut College, a
place that has touched her life
anda place that hasbeen touched
by her goodness and generosity.
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
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How You LIIrn PIZZA AT HOME

Call
For FREE
Delivery
•

Delivery Hours:
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

3:00PM to MIDNIGHT
11:00AM to 2:00AM
. 11:00 AM to Midnight

Submarines

[

6" Sub and potato chips
12"sub and potato chips

Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni; Cheese, Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce,.Cheese
'Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green,
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
-,
Turkey & Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion
Roast Beef &Cheese: Roast Beef, Cheese, Lettuce,
Onion, Tomato, Mayo
Tuna Fish: Tuna Salad, Lettuce, Tomato

12" Medium
Thin or Regula

12" Pan Pizza
or Thick Crust..

-

..

15" Large Pizza
.
15" Large Pan Pizza ..
Extra Toppings
12"
15"~

.

····················ofl~~

Toppings Choices

Free Add-Ons
Lettuce, Onion, Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt & Pepper,
Oil & Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese

Pepp~roni
Sausage

\

GrQund 'Beef

12" .....

.50

Mushrooms

.'

r-~-------,
.
~ (10) Buffalo
Wmgs
I

I
I
I
~ With the Purchase of ~
I
alarge Pizza
I
,

I

~L Only $2.99

:

..J

... ---------, ... ---------,
Buffalo
I
: Saturday
: ,
I
w.
I
I Super Deal
I I
mgs

CALL FOR QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AND FUND
R.-\.isING PROMOTIONS

.
Large Cheese II I
I
I
:
Pizza
: : 20 Wings - $8.50 I
I
I

: only$5.00

L

$

Black Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese

Pineapple

!

6".....$ .25

Add -Ons

Ha171

~

$3.75
$5.85

+Tax

:

..1

... ---------,
'Friday Party Pact

: 3 Large Cheese Pizzas:
I
2 Liters of Coke ,
, 2 Orders of Twisty I
I
Bread
I
I

'$
.
: Only 19.99 .J:
L

Sod

Coca-Cola Classic

DietCoke

130 Wings - $11.65:
I
L

lSunday
:Super
IDeal

a
Can
1 Liter

.JI

$ .75
$J .50

r------.,
Sunday

,

: Football Special,

I
I

.' I

I'

: Medium Cheese:
:
Pizza
:

t

L~~~~.:.f!~~:.J

Minimum order $5.00

I
.I
I

1 Large Cheese

I

Pizza

,

& 30 Buffalo
Wiugs

:

& 2 Liters soda

I
·
L

For

'
I
I

----- .J
$17.99
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Spotlight on diversity:

Trustee weekend:

rustees give preliminary
s.o. V.L. strives to support
approval on $25 million plan and educate campus
•
•
o renovate north campus
community on Issues
BY MICHELLE RONAYNE

Editor in Chief
This weekend, the board of trustees
voted to preliminarily approve the five
to seven year plan for Plex and Harris
renovations. The plan calls for 25 million dollars to renovate the complex.
The approval allows detailed design work to commence in what is to
be the largest construction process in
Conn's recent history. The college
plans to raise the 25 million in two
parts. Fifteen million will be raised
throughissuingtax-€xemptbonds.
The
other ten million will be raised through
the efforts of the capital campaign.
According to the administration,students will have a hand in the renovation process.
"Students will work closely with
administrators
on the details of the
renovation to ensure that it meets their
needs and helps build community on
campus," said Claire Gaudiani, president of the college.
Twenty-five to 30 students, as well
as faculty and staff, have been involved
in focus grotJ.ps studying the exterior,
interior, and maintenance of the Plex.
A task force will be drawn from these

focus groups and will be involved in
the detailed design for the renovations.
The renovations will involve the removal of all interior and exterior walls
leaving just the building's frame and
floors. The Plex's brick face will be
altered to fit in with the rest of campus.
It will be refinished with granite panels, stone and metal. The Plex will also
be made handicapped-accessible
and
energy-efficient.
Harris will have a new entrance on
the south side which will require the
relocation of the loading dock to the
west side. It will also have a new
kitchen, dishwasher, and serving stations, as well as a new second floor
walkway connecting all the dorms.
According to Lynn Brooks, vice president for finance, the renovations will
occur so as to cause as little interruption to campus life as possible. Only
one dorm will be closed during any
semester.
"At the end of this process, we will
have a state-of-the-art dining facility
and modem dormitories," said Brooks.
"With this approval from the board,
we will now get down to do the detailed design work with the expectation of starting construction next year ."

pertaining to gay, lesbian
and bisexual lifestyles
group. The awareness group is open to
everyone,
regardless of sexual orientaTIle College Voice
tion; it works toeducate and raise awareAt Conn, S.O.U.L. stands for Sexual
ness on campus about issues of sexual
Orientations
United for Liberation.
orientation. "We do have many, many
S,O.U.L. was founded last fall and be- heterosexuals who come to our awarecame an active organization on campus
ness group," remarked Teague. The supthis spring. fts purpose is two-fold. The port group is only open to gay, lesbian,
group provides support for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and questioning students in
and bisexual students, and also works
order to maintain confidentiality. It prohard to raise campus awareness of issues
vides a forum for discussion as well as a
surrounding sexual orientation. "1 think
safe social atmosphere. Vidal feels that
one of our overall goals is just to make
this system works well because, "now,
this [Connecticut College] a more com- everybody can do what interests them."
fortable place to be gay," said Sarah Vidal, Teague added that "there are some people
a leader in S.O.U.L.
that go to the awareness [meetings] and
"And one of the ways we do that is by some that go to support [meetings]."
being visible," added Christopher
S.D.U.L.'s predecessor, the Gay and
Teague, coordinator of S.O,U.L.
Lesbian Alliance, attempted to serve all
This year, S.D.U.L's first major event. ofthese purposes through a single group.
will be AwarenessWeek,planned
for the According to Vidal, neglecting to take
second week of October. The week will special interests into account was the
featurespeakerssuchasConn'sownPromain impetus for the break up of the
fessor Blanche Boyd of the English 0.- organizationinthespringofl993.Group
partment as well as Cindy Dubea of New members had varying goals which reHaven, who will speak on gay and les- sulted in the group's demise.Tuerefore,
bian issues in education. There will also Conn lacked an organization Iocused, on
KRIsTEN HELZ

be several events surrounding October
11th, National Coming Out Day, includ1

1

tng a Speak Out. S.O.U.L. is a so p anrung to sponsor a petition drive in suption
P0rtofEmploymentNon-Discrimina.

issues of sexual orientation thtou'bh one
acacierrncj-ear. However, S.D. V.L. is now
a visible student

So, how has

organization.
the college community

.
responded to S.O.U.L.'s aCdtJ~e'p'relseh
n~e
j
on campus? Vidal expresse 1111tJa esrAct (EDNA). ENDA is a Congressiona
. tation and commented, "There's a good
bill which would not allow employment
'Ov
erquestion." According to Teague, ,
discrimination based on sexua I orientaall,
the
college
has
been
very
support43
tion. "Because as it stands now, in
ive."
states you can be fired for no other reason
The only nega tive feedback either
than the fact you're gay," Teague stated.
d
S.O.U.L will also continue to educate the Teague or Vidal have experience. was
the anti-gay graffiti which mentioned
campus about issues of sexual orientaS.O.V.L. Teague commented on this ~xtion through poster campaigns as they
'whil th t
pression of homophobia, ,
Ie. a inhave done in the past.
cident may have happened, even In the
S.O.V.L is divided into two sections,
face of that, the school was supportive."

,>:'

CAMPUS
Spirit Shoppe
We Keep Your Spirits Alive
469 William st.
New London, CT

.~1
I','!<",I!..I. :I--J=;',
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
•

From writer to writer;
anatomy of a murder
•

Barry himself describes Amelior
in this way "Los Angeles was
Ameiior
... with differences." The
The CollegeVoice
appreciation that the reader has
gained of Tull's character, and
jealousy can provoke a man
presumably Amis' wit, forces a
to contemplate killing his best
snicker at such a trite descripfriend. At least, this is the
tion which for all intents and
premise of The InforrtUltion, (Harmony Books, New York) the lat- purposes, Barry means in all seriousness.
.
est novel by British author MarThe
title
of
Amis'
novel aptin Amis. The twist upon which
pears within the story as a recurthis brilliant
new offering
achieves its success is the fact rent motive that underlies the
that murderer and intended vic- story and serves as a link for the
tim are both writers. Amis, as various elements of Amis' narrative, a narrawould seem
tive that is subself-evident, is
ject to abstract
very capable
whims
and
of getting inflights
of
exside the head
perimentation
of a contempowith language
rary 'writer: a
in a manner
writer named
similar to james
Richard Tull,
joyce.Attimes,
.
who is conthe
appearance
tending with
of the motive
of cigarettes. There is a large
commercial
leaves
the
warning sticker that basically
failure,
disreader
with
an
says, if you touch these you'll be honest
pubawesome sense
sorry. I proceeded to pick a lishers,
and
carton up and suddenly the se- turning forty.
of mystery. The
curity system began to beep in Amiscaptures
reader
then
hi.gh pi.tched tones. The intermust ask one
lull's psyche
I
P'
esting thing about the beeping
with
such
question: what
was no one came to its calling. I alarming realism and eerie conis the information? Of course,
was expecting a big guy wearviction that one wonders, more .Amis has gotten his way with
ing all black to come out and
than once, if this is an this device beca use he has forced
scream at me or something. Af- autobigraphy of the dark side of
the reader to ask the broader
ter about a minute of employees
Amis;a solution toa 'bad day' at question of what isThe Informapassing by the beeping alarm
the publisher's office.
tion? The reader takes a role in
system, I put the carton back
The two main characters in the novel once this question is
and proceeded to seek entertainthe novel are Richard Tull, a asked because like Richard Tull,
ment elsewhere.
writer of extreme complexity
Martin Amis won't allow us to
I found some ice in the pro- (much likeAmis) who has never
read "just for pleasure."
duce section and got a great idea: tasted success, and Gwyn Barry,
The Information is the account
make snowballs! Imade a few,
a writer that has just 'broken
of the downfall and self-destruchowever, I didn't know who to
open' with his new novel titled tion of a brilliant, poetic mind
throw them at; so, with nothing
Amelior,
who. 'lives in a not-as-brilliant,
else to entertain me, I decided it
Tull's novel, called Untitled, is not-as-poeticage. The fall ofTull
was time to leave.
shown through very humorous
is a tragedy for today; the neiAslexited the first set ofdoors,
situations to be designed for ther hero nor anti-hero whose
I noticed the second wave of
those capable of reading only
talent is too difficult for today's
doors was a bit more resistant;
the most sophisticated of "highcommon
man to understand,
they were locked! Ifelt like.a fly
literature." In contrast to this,
much less be inspired by.
trapped between two panes of
glass; thank God I was able to
escape back into the store
through the other door. Smitty .
yelled from a distance, "Yeah,
those are locked, you have to go
to the other doors over there." I
waved in appreciation for the
advice and quickly headed for
the exil.
For Connecticut College students, this is a place to get real
deals. "Super Stop and Shop has
something for everyone," explained Tyler Bradford, '1found
a copy of the new book, Slat
BY MIKE McKiNNEY

Wh~~lingdown the aisles
of Super Stop and Shop
BY BRllT WOLFF

TIle College Voice

Super Stop and Shop isn't all it's
cracked up to be. As I approached the parking lot, I took
note o~how ern\,ty 'tne va.s\:.space

was. The thought occurred to
me, this is not a hot spot in

Groton on a Wednesday at two
in the morning. Imade my way
up to the front entrance with
eyes fixed upon the variousfluorescent lights, that spelled out
Super Stop and Shop. After struggling to get through one of those
automatic doors, the first thing I
noticed was the music. It wasn't
any regular elevator tune, but
rather a tacky track by Karen
Carpenter that echoed through
the entire store.
Super Stop and Shop sells just
about everything a college student could want; everything
from hair dye to rubber nipples.
The ratio of employees to customers was quite high, I suppose due to the time of day.
Although this may usually be a
good thing in other stores, I
wasn't so sure if the idea of there
being more Super Stop and Shop
employees was such a great
thing.
The employees I tried to talk
to were quite peculiar. They all
seemed as if they were hiding
something. Iasked a guy who
was stocking shelves if he had a
spare moment to answer some
questions.
He replied with a
decisive "no" and walked on as
if he had somewhere important
to go; Iwalked away feeling totally rejected.
I spotted my next victim: a
middle-aged
woman with a
price gun in aisle 6 stamping
cans of refried beans. I approached the woman and asked
her if she had a moment to answer some questions about her
place of employment.
She

stopped stamping, looked me
up and down, and asked where
I was from and who sent me.
After I replied she said, III don't
think I can answer any questions." What was she hiding?
1 hnaUy got a response out of a

guy named "Smitty" who operated a big machine that moved

large quantities of groceries at
the same time. He said he enjoyed working at Stop and Shop
not only because it paid well,
but that it was a union job. He
went into great detail about the
benefits he receives and about
their contract system. Smitty
cracked a smile when he said he
had been there for ten years.
Then he became distracted as
another co-worker Jeered at him
for talking to me, so Smitty
walked away to give his coworker a punch in the arm.
Strolling through the produce
section of the store, I noticed
two people who were in workout clothes. They were rummaging through a pile of potatoes for just the right one. I
asked them if they regularly
shopped at Super Stop and Shop.
The two friendly people, Billand
Cathy, replied in unison with a
"yes." They went on to explain
how the 24 hour convenience of
the store is what keeps them
coming back;tha tand, of course,
the great potatoes.
There are various other things
to do besides shopping at Stop
and Shop. There is a decent sized
section of magazines to read, and
hey, you don't even need to buy
them if you read them in the
store! U you're into computers,
there's always the touch screen
that locates items. It has color
pictures with computer graphics reminiscent of the 80's. What
could be more entertaining?
Another exciting toy 10 play
with is the "high tech" security
system that protects the cartons

Amis captures Tull's
psyche with such
alarming realism and
eerie conviction that
one wonders, more
than once, if this is
an autobiography of
the dark side of Amis

'1

Wars

Trilogy'

Ambysh

at

~."
Cathy Brush agreed,
'1am familiar with Stop and Shop
and find ita greatestablishment.
My friend at home works for
one and is very satisfied."
Whether you're going for groceries or a little excitement,
you're sure 10 find what you're
looking for at Super Stopand Shop.

Tune into 91.1 FM
for live coverage of
the Popes visit to
New YorkFriday,
.October 6th.
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HEAR HERE!
BY PROfESSOR MIcHAEL ADELSON

Voice Columnist
Quick! Where were you on the night
of Saturday, September
23? Well,
Palmer Auditorium was the place to
be; Noel Zahler's String QUJ1rtetnil. 1
was premiered by the Charleston String
Quartet. If you were unlucky enough
to miss it, don't feel too bad; you can
still listen to the recording. Here's a
guide to help you.
Let's take the bull by the horns. Some
people may be frightened by the fact
that this is "serial" or "twelve tone"
music. This infamous method of composing, invented by Schoenberg in 1923,
has become synonymous with "difficult". What is serialism, though, and
why does the very word make so many
people want to run for cover - or earplugs - or both? In a nutshell, serial
music, unlike most of the music we
listen to (e.g. Brahms, Muddy Waters,
Soul Asylum), is not based on major
and minor keys, or as we say, it is not
tonal. Instead, a series of twelve notes is
chosen, and the music is organized
around permutations of that series;
hence the name serialism. Why on earth
would anyone use such a system? Composers use serialism because, in the
centuries following Bach, tonal music
became progressively more complex
until, with the music of Wagner, tonality could no longer contain its owl).
expressive ambiguities. So actually, the
move to serialism was a simplification.
Now, it's important to realize a few
things: first of all, this is not the first
time this kind of thing has happened.

Even Coppola!Pilotograpily Editor

Norm's Diner

Another great midnight getaway diner:

Norm's: a home
away from home
,

evening was when we started to talk to
Toni, our waitress. Toni and her sister,
Tina,aretwinsand
lwoofNorm'sdaughters. Toni told us a little trivia: the business was started forty years ago by her
grandmother. Toni did not know exactly
how long ago her father took over. According to Toni, a lot of students go to

By CHRISTY WHITE

The College Voice

their styles are light-years apart. Likewise,all serial music doesn't sound the
same. In truth, I don't technically consider serialism a language, but that's
another story. (MA to MA: Give a lecture on this; just be ready for the nice,
long debate that will ensue.) Finally,
you don't have to know any of this to
enjoy the music. it will help, just as
knowing the mechanics of iambic pentameter will enhance your enjoyment
of Shakespeare; however, it's not necessary.
So what will you hear when you
listen to Noel Zahler's quartet? A lot
that is familiar: a three movement form
(fast -slow - fast) and a logical strategy.
All of the material is introduced in the
first movement.
As the music
progresses, the complexities mount,
ultimately culminating in the third
movement marked "In Chaos". (In fact,
the third movement does give an aural
picture of being ina storm-a "chaos of
winds", as Zahler says.) The fact that it
is a string quarte: is also important.
Two violins, a viola, and a cello, different sized instruments with the same
sound-producing
mechanism, have
always provided composers with a
forum for exploring their deepest ideas.
It's as if a dramatist had at his disposal
a four-person theatrical troupe identically costumed and masked: the usual
limitations of inherent personalities
evaporate, and the actors become
quicksilver chameleons capable of portraying any combination of thought or
emotion you want.
Noel Zahler's quartet is demanding
music; it is also Iichly rewarding. 'By
definition, no 5erl.oUS work can be complete\y unde'tstood in one hear\:n~.

itwasa quiet Wednesday night atConn
College, and we were looking for a little
excitement. Rosie's Diner sounded like a
tasty idea, but someone suggested that
we try something new. So, being the
The tonal system itself was a simplifidaredevils that we are, we ventured to Norm's, but, basically, the diner attracts
cation after the expressive limit. had
"a real mix of people." To!'i also wanted
the unknown, Norm's Diner.
That's thebeautyofa
serious H'ork_As
been reached with the old church
students to know that
Upon enteriog the 24 hour ="",,===:===='"
the conductor
l'v£ichaeJ Tilson "ThOflJ8S
tnodes; thatls why music from around
Norm'semployees
are
very
diner, I immediately felt at
said (I'm paraphrasing
somewhat), "A
150050unds SO strange to ourears (want
,
reasonable people. One
first hearing will provide the listener
home. The patterned curto
hear
something
really
wild?
Check
time, a group of students
with a few moments which can immetains and jade green plastic
out the music of Johannes Ockeghem.
tried to make a get away
diately
be grasped. Hopefully, these
seats added that special
Could a Netherlands
Renaissance
without paying.
They
will
resolve
one to explore those parts
touch. We seated ourselves
polyphonist become our next cult hero?
were caught, but Norm
which may be more mysterious."
and prepared for the eating
Hmm
...)
Secondly,
although
serialism
had them released because
How fortunate we are that this preexperience we were about
became an important method for twenhe "likes the students." As
miere
took place in the information
to embark upon. Soon, our
tieth-century composers, it is not the
Toni said, "talk to us and
age
when
technology allows us to exwaitress, clothed in a Norm's
only one. There is plenty of non-serial
we'll let you go. After all,
plore
at
our
leisure. (You'll find a reT-shirt depicting two fried
modern music. Thirdly, serialism is a
we like to see your faces
cording of N 001Zahler's String Quartet
eggs, requested our order.
language, not a style. An important
aroundhere."TonicontinNo. 1 on reserve at Greer Music LiAftermuchdebate,ldecided
distinction;
both Keats and John
ued to fascina te us with
to try the fried egg sandKennedy Toole wrote in English, but brary. Tell 'em Michael sent you.)
her life. She is one of six
wich with bacon. After all, if
children, some of whom
a diner cannot serve good
are foster kids. Incidengrease, it has no purpose.
tally,
Toni
just
took in a foster child herAmong the other items ordered were
self. Toni stated, "She was homeless and
pancakes, cheeseburgers, chocolate triple
used tacarne here, and now she is part of
layer cake, french fries, and a beef sandthe family." The diner life is a hard one,
wich special. Overall, the food received
good reviews. There were some com- according to Toni: "There are very long ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
and difficult hours."
,
plaints that the cheeseburgers were dry,
As thoughts of tomorrow's classes crept
but Cliff described his stack of pancakes
back into our thoughts, we realized that
as "buttery and wet." Hannah gave the
itwas time to leave. We reluctantly paid
triple layer cake "a definite A plus." As
our bill and said goodnight to Toni and
for my sandwich, it was excellent; I could
Tina. Tyler left a small message on the
not have asked for more. Cathy summed
table expressing our thanks. Somehow,
it all up when she state~, "If I had the
our hour and a half at Norm's had made
money, I'd buy seconds.
Free Pregnancy Tests
us feel like " art of the famil "
Perha s the most excitin
art of the

Somehow.

our hour and
a half at
Norm's had
made us"feel
like "part of
the familY'

A weekly column discussing music related

topics will be appearing in the College Voice

Pregnant?

Need someone to talk to?
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Sony SSU310
Speakers $99/Pair
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Store Hours Man-Sat 9-6pm+Sun Neon-a
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WOMEN HELPING WOMEN
PREGNANCY SUPPORT CENTER
402 Long Hill Road
Groton, CT
(203) 448·2990

Sony STR-D36S Stereo Receiver
lOOW/Ch w/Remote only $199

Sony is one a many fine brands'
available at Roberts. See us now!

442-5314
90 BankSt.

New London
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Pope returns

to the

Northeast
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, Pope John

.

Paul IIis finding a more re-
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fol, ceptive
lowing among
Catholics
in
:
the United States as he prepares
for his first trip to the region in
16 years. The Pope last visited
the Big Apple in 1979,
The number of US Catholics
who say they are satisfied with
the Pope's leadership has grown
significantly since his last trip
here in 1993, Forty-eight percent of Catholics are very satisfied with the leadership provided by the Holy Father; this is
compared to only 32 percent of
that sentiment two years ago.
His Eminence will be visiting
both New York City and Baltimore during his five day tour
starting on Wednesday, After
landing in Newark.N], the Pope
will be speaking at the United
Nations, Giants Stadium, St.
Patrick's Cathedral,
Central
Park, and other prominent New
York sites,
InBaltimore, his Holiness will
appearatOrioleParkatCamden
Yards and theCathedraJ of Mary
Our Queen,

Peace comes slowly to
Bosnia
recent
political
agreement
has declared
the
main
road
into
Sarajevo safe, but those in the
area say it's a tragedy waitmg to
A

happen.
"Not only is the road mined"
there's
also
booby

traps," explained United Nations
spokesman Alexander Ivanko,
The UN expects it will take
three weeks to make the road
safe for traffic, But an alternative route has_been rejected by
Bosnians; they want the seige of
Sarajevo lifted via the Serb-held
roadway.
For now, the road is clogged
by commercial trucks and UN
traffic. The Bosnian government
says that that is not in keeping
with the agreement for free and
unimpeded access into or out of
the city,
This is just one example of the
precariousness of the newly
brokered UN peace initiative.
United States peace envoy Richard Holbrooke and his delegation are currently trying to
get aU sides to agree to a cease
fire, But before that can happen,
the Bosnian government is demanding
tha t the seige of
Sarajevo be totally lifted,
Until that happens, and other
basic issues are agreed upon,
Holbrooke said the fighting will
continue.

Experts say neglected
nuclear sllbs are a danger
Russian environmental
No F1i1g
experts said
AVilililble that a neglected fleet of
'-.,-_-,---_~
aging nuclear
submarines
lurking
in the
country's Arctic North are a disaster waiting to happen, They
are even being called "floating

disaster.
According to officials, there
are more than 100 decommissioned subs in the region .
Fears of meltdown almost became a reality last week when
the local power company shut
off the power to the naval base,
due to delinquent bills, The commander in chief of the north fleet
said cutting the power to a reactor makes it uncontrollable; this
could lead to accidents.
And, last week's incident was
not the first time the power has
been pulled, In fact, it was the
second time this week. The situation is so serious that Russia's
prime minister signed. a decree
forbidding power companies
from cutting electricity to military bases,
This latest potential problem
was averted when Russian 501diersforced the power station at
gunpoint to tum the power back
on,
Many in Moscow worry that
the next shutdown could lead to
disaster,

hands of the jury, Both the prosto the states. The two government programs provide mediecution and the defense team
cal assistance to the poor and
rested last week amid passionthe elderly,
ate protestations
of guilt and
The Senate's medicare reform
innocence.
plan alone will reportedly save
Lead prosecutor Marcia Clark
270 billion dollars over seven
ended her case by playing the
years while slowing growth by highly emotional 91I tapes in
3.7%, Monthlypremiums
would
which Nicole Brown Simpson
double over the same period of expresses her fear of her estime with wealthy retirees paytranged husband,
ing more and the age of eligibilty
"He's back. He's OJ Simpson,
being raised from 65 to 67,
I think you know his record,"
The Medicaid program could
Simpson told the operator,
generate182 billion dollars in
Earlier in the week, the desavings by 2002, But, it would
fense rested their case, maintainend the federal guarantee of ing that the LAPD police demedica! aid to the poor, Funds
partment was corrupt and tried
would be turned over to the
to frame Simpson,
Johnny
states in block grants; the states
Cochran,
a member
of the
would decide who is entitled to "dream team," also maintained
governmentasslstancc. Theplan
that LAPD detective
Mark
does require, however, that
Fuhrman was at the heart of the
'states cover children, pregnant
conspiracy and compared him
women, and the disabled under
to Adolf Hitler,
the new programs,
Clarkhadadmittedearlierthat
In his national radio address,
Fuhrman was a racist, but that
President Clinton accused Re- . his testimony asa detective was
publicans of ending the nation's
still valid,
commitment tha t any senior citiThe jury will begin their offizen will be provided with health
cial deliberations on Monday,
care.

Senate panel votes to
revolutionize health care
programs

Jury begins deliberations in the trial of the century

Early Satu r day
morning,

Morethana
year afterjury
selection began, the OJ
Simpson case
is now in the

Chernobyls"

by some, named

after the world's worstnuclear
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Senate
.FInance
~
Gommittee
agreed to sweeping changes in
both Medicare and Medicaid,
The proposed changes would
limit the growth of Medicare and
transfer full control of Medicaid'
7
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Compiled by
Jenny Barron
News Editor

All reports compiled as of Sunday
night from CNN Wire reports
.
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OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
Schmoozing Unplugged:

There can be no guideline for reaction

Schmoozing with
Jay and the Mailman
PI'mNotanAlcoholic,IJustPlay
One In College"
The survey results are in: the typical Conn College student, like his or
her counterparts at various institutions all across this land, likes to get

stumbling drunk. No shit.
Throughout our short existence,
we have always envisioned college
as a place where students drowned
in -a foamy, endless sea of bad beer
- something akin to Animal House or
the illustrious Porky's trilogy. Now
that we are here, we find that this
portrayal is fairly close to the mark,
sans "the panty-raid". The administration is now asking, "Why?" We
at Schmoozing, in proper philosophical form, ask, "Why not?" For
a myriad of reasons, college is a
placewherecoming-of-ageintellectuals should be allowed to take a
brief respite from their studies to

carry the torch in the perpetual Liver
Olympic Games. At times hedonistic, at times jejune, these games have
en~ured the multiple attempts by
vanous college adminstrations
to

keep the runners in the blocks. The
reason is simple. In the words of
Mel Brooks, "You do it and you love
to do it. I just did it and I'm ready to
do it again." Amen, brother. According to the survey, most of us
did it this weekend, and most of us
are ready to do it again.
For us, as freshman turned to
sophomore, sophomore turned to
junior, and junior turned to senior
year, each increment has meant further infringements on our right to
choose. The floor party, once a fresh
and viable alternative to your ronof-the-mill "nobody's leaving until
the beer is done" keg party, is now
extinct. It is such a shame. Some of
the best nights that we don't remember were spent swilling some
Everclear-with-red-food-coloringhangover-like-you-read-aboutwha t-the- hell ~are- you -looki ng -a tcome-here-pften-I-love-you-man
brew out of a recycling bin. Furthermore, keg parties have been scaled
back to the point where they are
nothing more than a way to give
some freshman athlete his fifteen
minutes by giving him the power to
ration the one keg of beer to the
multitudes who wait impatiently
like some l..exus-drivingprickatthe
DMV. The math is simple - at the
average Plex keg party one keg
amounts to a whopping 2.1 beers/
foam per person. Is it any wonder
that Mails is often seen eating Rubber Cement and snorting Comet
from the janitor's closet at YDur av-

erage Plex keg party?
During

the reign of '66, Conn

Collegehas distinguished itself academically through a well-considered approach to higher education.
As the college reviews the alcohol
policy, we implore them to utilize
the same wisdom. Contrary to the
policies enacted by many other
schools (Villanofun, Providence, et
al.), the objective of our policy
should be to provide the students
with an on-campus option that
?oesn'tconstituteshoving20people
into a closed-off room, waiting nervously for the hcusefellow to StDP
by and write them up. That serves
no purpose other than to promote
closet drinking. Keep it out in the
open.
!t should be clear to anyone on
this campus that there is a causal
link between the recent crackdown
on on-campus drinking and the
numbers of students who getin their
cars and drive into town looking for
something better to do, or somewhere better to drink. Keep the kids
out oftheir cars. Itis only a matter of
time before someone gets wrapped
around a tree. The repercussions of
that will be far worse and felt far
longer than some asshole who
breaks a window or throws up at a
TNE. A strict alcohol policy merely
transfers liability from the school to
entities whose sole reason for existing is to get you so polluted that on
your way home YDUfmd It hilarious
to hang your ass out the back window of your friends' car at some
unsuspecting passerby. However,
when the fit hits the shan, all eyes
will be on the college.
Fiske's Guide to the Colleges has
a social rating right next to the academic rating. Let's not pretend that
prospective students don't pay attention to our rating. Are we content to fill the campus with a bunch
of introverted weenies? As much as
our parents and the administration
might not like to hear it, alcohol
plays a large part in most of our
social lives. Those of us whose habits run to the self-destructive will
continue them in the absence or presenceof an alcohol policy. As intelligent individuals we should recognize this. We drink for a variety of
reasons, some better than others.
Perhaps the best being,. inthe wDrds

ofW.e. Fields, "I drink to make my
friends more exciting." Amen, you
fat, rosy drunk.

by Jay Jaroch and Matt "The
Mailman"

Malone

Letter to the editor:
I'd like to respond to a couple of concerns raised in last week's article,
"A Tour of Camp~s: Which dining hall is for you?" Although billed as a
fair and objective review," there were some factual errDrs, incorrect

assumptions, and off-base hyperbole.
"Low fat mashed potatoes seems like a cDntradictiDn in terms ..." Not
at all. Potatoes are almost entirely carbohydra'te and water. The fat
aSSOCiated with them comes from what is added: milk, butter,sour cream,
cheese, etc. By using minimal amounts of margarine and using skim milk,
you create low fat mashed potatoes.
Referring to plate leftovers as recycled ... for the next day'S meal:' Not

at all. That would be an incredible health code violation.
Indicating that our "gravy's ingredients would baffle any chemist." In
terms of food chemistry, gravy is extremely simple. The formula is base
(can be beef,onion, vegetable, etc.), plus water source (water, milk, broth),
plus starch (flour, com starch, potato st~rch). Add heat and stir, causing

If ~n.e ~gging question remains about our reaction to hate
grafflh, It is whether the greater good is served by mandating
a commuruty response, or by allowing the community to
react freely to incidences of hate speech and graffiti. At least
that was a point ot debate at last week's Assembly meeting.
The majority of the steps mandated under the new protocol
for respo~
to hate graffiti are unstartling and unobjectionable, requlClng action by college officials, not students or
faculty members. They are aimed at informing the campus
about what has happened,

and of the resources

available
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support.
Some have expressed reservations about the lengths to
which the commumty ISto be notified, fearing that attracting
attenhonto such an illegal and immoral act will only serve to
fuel the fire of like-minded vandals. (For more information
se: page 5) Admittedly, this may be one result of the campus~
WIde notification procedures, but the risk is balanced by the
value of brmgmg the ISSues to light; it is not possible to hold
a meamngful discourse about diversity on campus without
the facts, nor is it possible to express support for those who
may appreciate
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But whether we like to admit it or not, the chief problem
WIth the response to graffiti in the past has not been lack of
mfo:matton,
it has been the lack of a response altogether,
particularly after the anti-gay graffiti last spring.
As one SGA Assembly member said, this community should
have. the. maturity to respond to hate speech by fostering
candid discourse about prejudice; if we believe otherwise, we
should rethink more than the response protocol established
by the. Dean's Task Force on Intercultural Understanding.
Opinion In SGA was divided on the various recommendations made by the Task Force for actions to be taken after the
community has been informed, reflecting the disparity of
views on the extent to which action should be taken in
response to hate speech. Disagreement
of this sort is inescapable and at the same time singularly fitting; diHerence of
opinion is a diversity issue wh'Lchhas been and always will be
fundamental
to an engaged academic cOIl1ll1unity.
The key idea with regard to the work of the Task Force is
that its recorrunendations
are just thatit is left to each
individual to decide on his or her own response. So, now that
we are reassured that our collective free will remains intact,
let's try to remember
why we value it. The Task Force's
protocol addresses
one level of response: basic information

sharing. No Task Force can or should mandate

the. kind of
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response this community
really needs: the widespread
decision to take courageous
and comprehensive
actions to coun-

Photgraphers

teract the power of the epithets that threaten us.
If we are to be a model of a civil society, we must each

PlJSINE$5 DEPARIMENT
Jesse Roberts
Advertising Manager

choose to bear responsibility
for the integrity of our community. The temptation
to await guidance
from above, or to
criticize it, must always be tempered by the mandates of our

own consciences. Beyond the hilltop, no administrative body
will help us achieve harmony. There, and here, it's just us
chickens.

the mix to thicken. Season to taste. Gravy can be made low-fat by aVDiding
using butter or margarine in a raux as a vehicle for delivering the starch
intD the equation.
Ishould note that not everything in the article is off-base. The concerns
raised about ambience are fair - in fact, the extensive customer survey done
last May recognizes the same concerns. This isone reason why the planned
Harris renovations are so important.
I'm far more concerned about an underlying attitude that pervades this
sort of article - and seemed to be present in the first "Schmoozing" articles
of the year, as well. Generally speaking, fDlks ought to be real careful about
teasing one another in print. Even greater care is needed when teasing

people of a different generation or different background.

not intended to, but they do. I doubt if too many members of the student
body would think it appropriate if faculty and staff members wrote articles
denigrating individual student academic efforts. One's work is important
to them: it shouldn't be mocked. That's the way articles such as these can

beperceived by the staff- as mocking theireflorts. It's unkind unnecessary,

Malt Faye
Director of Dinning Services

The College Voiu is a ncn-profit studentproduced newspaper. Editorial offices are
located in tbe Croxier·Willlarns Student
Center. Advertising schedules are available
upon request. Lell.ers to theVoiu will be
published on SUbject!; of interest to thE
community.1lIe deadline for aliletl.erli is
Thursday at.5 p.m. for the fo:lowing week's
issue. Because of \be volume of mail and
\ber considerations. we OlIlOO(guarantee the
publication of any submission. We ~rve
the right 10 edit for clarity and 1eflgth. All
submisliions must be typed. double·spaced.
Jigned. and include a te1epbo~ number
for
verirK:atioo.·Opinions npressed in the
Editorial are those of the College Voice
jPublishing Group; Ibo5e ex~
dsewhefe
in !be paper an the opinions of the writen
and do DOl. ~y
reflect the views of
this

p-pu.

Offtce (2OJ)4J9.2812
Fu. (2(3) 439·2143

The first

"Schmoozing" column of the semester contained both crude bodily references and mentioned a senior, venerated College employee. Manyemployees would be extremely WlComfortable if put in this context. In this
particular case, it was singularly inappropriate. But, no consideration was
given to another's dignity and values ..
Simply put, articles like these can hurt good people's feelings. They're

and not in keeping with the intended Dbjective of presenting
objective review" of the dining halls.

Contributing Writers: Jason Saller, Briu
Wolf, Kelly Clifford, Kristin Helz,
Christy While, Andy Goheen
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Point:

The Seven
Living in a world filled with violence,
gangs, and drugs, one becomes accustomed to the immoral culture we live in
People come to accept our culture with
its flaws rather than try to change it.
Every day we are bombarded with horrific descriptions of human suffering and
dea th; after so many examples, the events
become commonplace and predictable.
In order to catch the attention of the
media, crimes have to be much more
complex, graphic, and grizzly; a simple
shot to the head just doesn't cut it anymore.
InSeven, a new movie by David Fischer
(Alien 3), serial killer John Doe commits
seven murders, each a reenactment of
one of the seven deadly sins: gluttony,
greed, sloth, envy, pride, wrath, and lust.
John hopes to awaken the world to its
sins through these prophetic murders.
In his own words, "You just can't tap
people on the shoulder anymore, you
have to hit them over the head with a
sledgehammer."
John's philosophy,
though carried out using extreme and
insane methods, is true; people tend not
to be affected by anything unless you
confront them directly head on.

with Detective Mills (Brad PItt) on a case
that unfolds on a daily basis. Starting on
Monday and continuing throughout the
week, the detectives are faced with a new
corpse as each day passes.
The murders are meticulously planned
using torturous arts of the most terrifying nature. At each murder site the killer
leaves behind a literary quote and an
object that is somehow related to the
"sin" of the victim. Both detectives try to
unlock the meaning of these quotes using different tactics. Mills uses Cliff Notes
while Somerset researches the seven sins
in the classical works of Dante, Milton,
and Chaucer; both detectives attempt to
get inside the killer's mind. The time
frame of the movie is seven days; another
example of how the twisted and psychotic mind of the killer works.
This movie makes you think about all
the chaos in the world today; it forces
you to ask the question: Have we all
given up on making the world a better
place? The plot moves quickly and holds
your attention throughout the whole
movie; something you can't say for many
movies these days. Seven is an excellent
movie, and it is strongly recommended.,.

~V~J-..

Seven deadly sins. Seven ways to die.
Counterpoint:

Seven: don't be alarmed,
BE VERY VERY FRIGHTENED
A

PUBUC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

BY JESSE ROBERTS

Advertising Manager
&
MICHELLE RONAYNE

Editor in CiJeij

We know movies. Someday, ask us
about our long summer experience here
at Conn. Let's just say - it got so bad that
one certain friend thought we might end
up playing Connect Four. Anyway, we
saw a lot of movies,
Neither of us, however, has ever seen a most disturbing part of the enti.re experimovie quite as frightening as Seven.Now_,· ence. Usually, it's the \\.ghtmg, th~ a.ctafter wa tching some rnovfes, you LIlay
feel the need to attend an intellectual

86 Golden Street, New London, CT (203) 437·3800
Reggae Nite

The MiQhb' ()iamf)nds

Conn. College Party

Witch Meadow
<& JE }j)))j)jjj1[J S

title), it was still kind of embarrassing to
trot down an aisle like Little Red Riding
Hood on a bad day.
Anyway, Seven did not stand for seven
days in the week. Nope - it had to do with
sins. The big ones. The Deadly ones.
Here's a task for you: do you know what
they all are? After watching Seven, you
will never, ever forget them. In fact, you
will be able to state them on command, in
alphabetical order, and in rhyme. We're
serious!
The concept behind the movie was the

discussion group, say after Higher Learning, or Schindler's List. Seven, however,
requires group therapy. Long-term.
We kid you not. After a long four weeks
of school, we've come to calling ourseives Sleepy and Dopey (you figure out
which goes where), but now we have
changed our respective names to Stunned
and Horrified. Bashful won't be coming
out to play today.
.
Seven is an extremely well-done mOVIe
staring Morgan Freeman (Driving Miss
Daisy) and Brad Pitt (Thelma & Louise)
by Director David Fischer. Wondenng
what Seven stands for? We did at first. I
turned to Michelle in the first five minutes and offered, "Seven, as in seven days
in a week?" Yes, we are that annoying
group in front of you who talks all the
time. Deal with it!
This is of course after a long discussion
about the glow-in-the-dark bucket our
popcorn came in. It was a big bucket. Big.
And it glowed. Though strangely cost
effective (thus my advertising manager

ing" the sound quality, or an occ,,!sionally
poorly w-ritten (Quentin Terrentino) plot

that's disturbing. In this particular-case,
it was the concept that underlied the
entirety of the film. Seven focused,

through its savage and vtolentplot, upo~
the corruption inherent to modern SOCIety. The seven deadly sins run rampant,
according to the murderous John Doe.on
each street corner, in each house. Right in
his assumptions of world-wide misfortune, Doe fen prey to the sins in his quest
to awaken the world to its plight.
Seven is a powerful movie with powerful themes that may well scare the pants
off of you. Horrific in its content, excellent in its acting, Seven is not a film for an
average relaxing evening out. If you're
expecting a comedy or a drama, a.l~ngside your easily accessible, co~t:ffICle~t
bucket of glowing popcorn, this IS not It.
Yet should you feel the need for some
mental trauma, a quality group discussion afterwards, and your glowing bucket
0' popcorn, this might be for you. But be
afraid ...be very afraid!

Alternative Rock

DELTA

OF

VENUS.

lh£ Building!!
&

eICYCLE

MACEO PARKER· Wednesday Oct. 11
The Dlckies- Monday Oct. 16
Type 0 Negative- Friday - Oct. 27

The_Glob<

Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman hunt down a serial killer
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PROHSSlOnflL nfTUJORK
flSSOClflTlon, mc.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHusms
(617) 361-3631

02119

Millionsof dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating 'money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory w\\\ provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs, .
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
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A·&EWATCHDOG
Thursday. October 5
UAKTI
University of Connecticut
Jorgenson Auditorium
2132 Hillside Rd., Storrs, cr.
B pm
CALL 486-4226

Friday. October 6
"Menace 11 Society"
Connecticut College Film Society
Oliva Hall, Cummings Arts Center
Bpm&llpm

a.- ~

October 10 - 22

"jeckyJl & Hyde"

~.

'1

A New Musical Thriller
Schubert Theater, New Haven, cr.
B pm
CALL 1-800-955-5566

Friday. October 13

"Blue"
Connecticut College Film Society
Oliva Hall, Cummings Arts Center
Bpm& 11 pm

[[[[[]
Friday & Saturday: October 6 &7

Saturday. October 14

Dance Theater of Harlem

"White"

Schubert Theater, New Haven, CT.
B pm
CALL 1-800-955-5566

Connecticut College Film Society
Oliva Hall, Cummings Arts Center
Bpm& 11 pm

Saturday, October 7

Sunday October 15

Mark Morris Dance Group

"Red"

University of Connecticut
Jorgenson Auditorium
2132 Hillside Rd., Storrs, cr.
1pm,3pm&5pm
CALL4B6-4226

Connecticut College Film Society
Oliva Hall, Cummings Arts Center
8pm & 11 pm

Curnutte

It

& Maher, Acoustic Folk

Connecticut College
1962 Room, Cro.
10 pm r

Please send requests to appear in
the A&E WATCHDOG to:
The College Voice, A&E Editor
Box 4970
270 Mohegan A venue

New London, CT.
06320

Curnutte & Maher:

Curnutte & Maher coming
to Conn on October 7th
BYBRITT WOlff

TI,e College Voice

"Hamburger
Helper
and heavy
cream...you nuke it five minutes it makes
a mean Lean Cuisine." Interesting
thought, huh? Well, it is a line from a
Curnutte & Maher song called, "Young
and Hungry.". a catchy tune which is
sure tobea crowd pleaserattheirconcert
here on campus on
'""=--...
October 7.
Curnutte & Maher
are an acoustic rock
duo and their third
album release, Cracker
Jack is a catchy com pilation of acoustic rock
tunes. The group, pronounced
Kur-noot
and Mar, consist of
two twenty-somethings that formed
their band in 1991
while attending Wake
Forest College in North Carolina.
The style of music played by Curnutte
& Maher is difficult to exactly define.
Their musical influences include: Dylan.
Petty, the Everlys and Clark; aUof whom
can be heard on their letest elbum, Cracker
lack. The songs are dominated by guitars

withanoccasionalharmonicaormandolin solo. C & M are an acoustic-based
band with hints of the blues, rock, folk,
and country. This diverse mixture of
musical styles provides for a sound that
is unique to Curnutte & Maher.
The songs on Cracker Jack range from

love songs to stories of everyday life.
"American Fadeaway" is a song about a
young girl trying to find herself in an
unchanging world. The faint and distant-;;oundingmandolingivesthesonga
special and original character.
"Richer Than That" is another song on
Cracker jack aptly illustrating the lighter
side of Curnutte & Maher. It's about a
far-fetched dream of becoming rich. The
latter part of the chorus consists of the
.-----.
....,-~
lyrics: "We'll all
~
I have five houses
I with the money I
make." Another
clever play on
words
can be
heard in the lyrics:
"Iwant dollars not
quarters
and
moneynotsense."
Words to live by!
The music on
Cracker jack is perfect for relaxing,
socializing,
or
dancing. If acoustic rock is your forte, I
would recommend picking up a copy o~
their latest release; you won't be sorry.
The Curnutte & Maher concert

on Oc-

tober7 should be a great show. The group
has played

the majority

of their concerts

on the East Coast and Midwest. C & M
perform at coffee houses, small clubs,

and colleges.
Their performances are said to be awesome! Don't miss out on Saturday, October 7 at 10 p.m. because the Curnutte &
Maher concert should be a memorable
one!
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All My Children: Mateo and Hayley trac eli
r down Arlene's throat. Laurel
Later Hayley and Mateo caught Alec pOJun~11q:~nd
Noah discussed her becom1
and Pierce realized Trevor was holdlI~g va~e,' u e intercepted a note from Derek to
for Ed nd and Mana. IVIeIUl
d D' .
ing a surrogate or mu
, adloirun 'ail cells. Janet stunned Tad an
ixie
Taylor. Janet and Alec wound up m J
. gJ Wait To See: Erica'sbehavior
grows
d
by admitting she saved [amie from rowrung.
more erratic,

Iam about toadmit something that Idon't ever tell anyone about
. lJun
i kie . Iown many sound
tracks and late
myse1f. Iam a rnusrca
.
r at
ni ht when no one else is around I pop one m my CD playe .
8kay so it is not the most astounding of revelations- my closest,
closest friends know and they were not ~hocked when Itold them.
It stiIJ embarrasses me a little to admit It.
. .

Where on earth could I be going with this line of thinking- trust
me I will make a point in my usual sunshiny manner. I fell asleep
listening to the soundtrack from The Man of La Mancha t~e other
.
evemng
an d began to ponder.' its meaning- I already liked the
.
music, Iknew that... but what about the psyche of the characters in
the musical.
f hi lif
d
The story is of Don Quixote- a peasant who tires a IS I e an
decides to be a 'knight called Don Quixote, the lord of la manc~a.
He spends his days fighting windmills, with his trusty sqUIre
Sancho and he woos not so willing pseudo-damsels, namely
Aldonza whom he calls Dulcinea (that means~ sweetness).
Naturally, the people around him think he IS a little crazy an?
some can not understand why Sancho stays ever-present by J:'IS
s\d.e. Sancho carx o\\et: no ex.:p\ana\:ion other than "'Bec.ause ~ hke
hun.

N

I think fhatspeaks

to the nature of relationships.

Our Friends

and family can often be ditticulrro explain to those who don not
know them. They may seem unusual but we see the goodness

inside. That is exactly what Don Quixote does. And yet for that
they called him crazy- but never his one ever-present friend
Sancho and not those he knew by the end of his life.
Aldonza- his Dulcinea can not understand his infatuation with
her. She works at an inn and sometimes picks up her extra mOl'\ey
sleeping with men. She doesn't even feel worthy of his admiration.
He however ,sees what is in her heart not what everyone \ else sees
on the outside.
And isn't that what love is about.
isn't crazy if you care for
someone that the rest of the world sees differently than you. The
heart is blind- it can be dumb too ... it doesn't react in the same way
as your intellect. That's not always bad because if we let our
intellect remind our heart of the hurt we've felt before ... well, we
might never take the leap of faith that is required in loving.
Don Quixote fought windmills and dragons that were never
there. He saw an inn as a castle, an imperfect woman as his ideal
and his friend as his squire. He saw the things that no one .else
could see ... he was an eternal optimist. He was fighting for a
dream ... until he could fight no mQre.
When we see things that are wrong in the world or here at Conn,
tuming our heads is not the answer. We can not believe that we just
don't have enough to give to make a difference. Seeing someone
who might not be a Dulcinea as such could change their life. If we
can treasure those we love and effect the life of even one person ...
then we have battled at least one windmill.
We should remind ourselves of the fact that we all have friends
who will accept usand tell another "Well, why? Because Ilike her."
In the end it will be those who we touch who remember us. As Don
Quixote would say, 'To each his Dulcinea."
Whether it be a love, a friend, a dream or a fight that seems to big
to handle ... never give up the struggle. Dreaming an impossible
dream is not crazy. Loving someone who everyone does not, and
fighting a windmill as you do it- that is what makes the heart so
beautiful.

It

-.

, and Rachel lay unconscious, Ryan was
Another World: Justine fell to her demlSe , . k f an alibi. Michael revealed his
.
hile Grant tned to th mo.
b h
rushed into surgery w
11f
Sharlene. Paulina remained torn y er
leukemia is in remission. John got a ca rom
then Cass agreed to take Laurie's
d jake Morgan wasupse w
G
f b h]
feelings or at oean
.'
1 d V· ky t Ryan's bedside. Wail To See: rant
case against the hospital. NIck conso e
ic a
acts on his guil t.
th 5
ally loves him basked in attention
- As the World Turns: Kirk, unaware
at am re t Sam's relationship with Scott
from her and Lucinda. Kirk lat~rh~on~';;r:d~~:d
out to be Mike's brother. John
when she avoided intimacy wit
im.
.
.
.
was stun by Bob's refusal
warned Lisa he/s backlLater, Lucinda gave h:m~~~~. ~::ught the ~ial he found at
to take the laWSUIt money for the hoslPlta .
t to Damian's treatment of her.
Fairwinds to Lucinda, Wait To See: Or ena reac s
.
Bold and the Beautiful: Anxious
not to hurt Jessica,. M aggle. t u rneddownDylan's.
proposal. Rick blamed Ridge for breaking up his parents' (Enc ~~d :ro~~~ ;;:;~:~:
Eric failed to woo Brooke back into his life. Brooke later pamc e w
h
I'll
1 d know led e of her making love to Ridge on the lab floor while s e was s I
revea ed t Er'c St~phanie rebuffed Sally's attempts at friendship, leading Sally to
marne
0
I.
order Saulto
have
Mike steal Forrester designs f or 5pec t ra. W aiit To See'. Taylor is in
danger again.
Da s of Our Lives: An anguished Billie saw Hope, Bo, and Shawn-EJouglas
t ether on the island. Tony managed to hide his tell-all diary before John and
~sten could read it. Austin confronted Carrie about Lucas, and was told she ,;;as
moving on with her life. In the graveyard at ,Aremid, Jack and [ennifer ~ear a
sobbing woman. But after seeing Sarah, jen decided Jack had set the whole t.hmg u~'
Stefano reacted to the photograph of the Aremid house portrait. Tony entered IUS
new plans for Kristen and John in his diary. Wail To See: Life-ehanging decisions are
made in Salem and Aremid.
General Hospital: Lucy began her plot to undo Kevin/Norma,
while Katherine
discovered Mac's secret. Stone and Robin agreed to call Jagger as Stone's condition
worsened. Ned and Edward bribed a politician to get the goods on Damian. Alan and
Bobbie planned to meet in New York but a phone call interrupted their plans. As Mac
and Katherine spent a long passionate day together, an angry Felicia tended to the
Outback. Brenda was worried about Jagger and Karen's return, W~it To See: SOIUlY
faces another challenge.
Guiding Light: Dinah's family was devast~ted when she chose to wed Roger, not
Marcus. She later told Roger she. won't be a weak wife like Holly, and she won't
tolerate secrets from each other. Marian (Brent) advised Lucy not to accept AlanMichael's proposal. Nola was stunned to learn Matt-and Vanessa were engaged
again and planned a wedding on very short notice. Later, Dinah got a new understanding of Roger when he explained why they should attend. Wait To See: What
does Reva really remember?
Loving: Jacob risked his life to try to rescue Tyler from 'the cave. Later, Angie and
Jacob made love. Neal refused to tell the police how he's connected to the Aldens.
Jeremy became aware of the clicking sounds when he was trapped in the Alden secret
room. He escaped and waited to tell Alex and Tony who the killer is. Wait To See: Kate
reacts to Neal's confession,"
II

One Life 10 Live: Ice stabbed Antonio and was later shot and kill~d by Andy.
Manzo ditched Ice's gun and accused Andy of killing an unarmed man. Joey was
determined to cheer up Kelly after David rebuffed her. Manzo was stunned whenR.J.
told him that he, R.J., now "owned" Manzo. Al Asa's urging, Todd ran a story linking
Andy with Antonio. Javier warned Linda not to tell anyone she saw the shooting.
Clint and Carlotta shared a romantic moment as Viki returned to Llanfair. Wail To
See: Viki faces Clint.
Young and the Restless: Victor told Cliff to get out when Cliff asked him to divorce
Hope and give up custody of Victor, Jr. Phyllis claimed Danny was erratic and got
a court order to keep him away from Danny, Fr. Mari Jo agreed to spend the night
with Keemo. But after learning Luan may die of her illness (making Jack available)
Mari Jo realized Jack could reject her if he learned she'd slept with his son. In their
hotel room, Mari Jo arranged for another women to slip into bed with·Keemo. John
realized how much he missed and cared for Mamie, Sharon confessed to Chris she'd
been raped by Matt but was afraid to tell Nick's lawyers. Wail To See: Phyllis may
regret her action,
©1995 by King Features Synd-:-
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Top Tens
Top 10 Movies

"Ist Of Tha Month"

10. Desperado
9. The Tie That Binds
8. The Usual Suspects
7. Last of the Dogmen
6. A Walk in the Clouds
5.Desperado
4. Prophecy
3. Mortal Kombat
2. Dangerous Minds
1. To Wong Foo. Thanks For
Everything, Julie Newmar!

Top 10 Singles (cont.)
6. Sophie B. Hawkins- "AsI Lay
Me Down"
5. Luniz - "1 Got 5 On It"
4. Hootie and the Blowfish "Only Wanna Be With You"
3. Michael Jackson - "You Are
Not Alone"
2. Coolio Feat. L.V. - "Gangsta
Paradise"
1. Janet Jackson - "Runaway"

Top 10 Video Rentals

Top 10 R&B Soul

10. LQ.
9. Nell
8. Disclosure
7. Higher Learning
6. The Brady Bunch Movie
5. The Quick and the Dead
4. Nobody's Fool
3. Boys On The Side
2. Just Cause
1. Outbreak

10. DeborahCox- "Sentimental"
9. Groove Theory - "Tell Me"
8. Brian McKnight - "On The
Down Low"
7. Solo -r'Heeven"
6. Pure Soul - "We Must Be In
Love"
5. After 7 - "'Till you Do Me
Right"
4. Michael Jackson - "You Are
Not Alone"
3. Coolio feat. L.V. - Gangsta's
Paradise"
2. Brandy - "Brokenhearted"
1. Janet Jackson - "Runaway"

Top 10 Singles

Weekly Horoscopes
by Andy Goheen
LIBRA(9!23-10!22):

ENVY OF OTHERS CAUSES YOU INSECURITY AS IT REMOVES YOUR

ATTENTION FROM YOUR ABILITIESi IT ALSO INVITES DERISION. POORLY FED, YOUR SPIRIT
FLAGS. THOSE WITH SMALL MINDS PREVAILi HOWEVER, IT IS THEY WHO SUPPORT YOU. FOR
NOW, SUBMIT TO THEM AND THEY WILL ADD TO YOUR SECURITY.
Scorpio(10 /23-11 /21): Your
ignorance and inabilities arise
only from your inexperience.
The image is that of a spring,
which, arising from the ground,
initially does not know where it
will go or if it will succeed. Perseverance is its virtue: flowing,
it fills up every hollow and flows
over obstacles.
Sagittarius(ll /22-12/21): All
kinds of love and happiness is
comingyourway. To insure that
it will find YO~, however, it is
absolutely crucial that you eat
peanut butter and garlic sandwiches at each and every meal.
Evil spirits hate garlic, and can't
stand a proteinacious foods such
as peanut butter. With them
gone, you'll get it all.
. Capricom(12/22-1 /19): If you
dealt with your grief through
chocolate, like I instructed you
last week, then you are ready to
deal
with
the
marathon
lovemaking sessions you will
have this week. Love will explode onto your scene like a
hurricane tomorrow at 4:32 PM
exactly, and you'll need those
stored up calories to survive it
all.
Aquarius (1/20-2/18):
The
gods share your fortunes, hence
you shall prosper. Yourattempts
at bringing order to chaos will
be rewarded with victory, provided you differentiate conflict-

ing elements, and, not aligning
with either, concentrate
on
bnnglngthem
together gradually. Haste brings humiliation.
Pisces(2/19-3/20):
Altering
the work of others brings calamity upon you this week, while
love overlooks you in favor of
someone named Pat. There are
many dark influences operating
in your sign now due to the influence of others in your sign
violating the natural order of
the universe.
Aries(3 /21-4/19): The Sons of
Cain continue to stalk you, moving around your dwelling, just
beyond the warmth of your fire.
In order to ward them off you
must either get a holy wafer and
nail it above the entrance to your
room, or call in a hulking fellow
named
Beowulf
from
Scandinavia to rip their arms
off.
Taurus(4/20-5/20): Yourstars
look very good. Your undertakings will prosper, provided no
one named Elmo is involved in
them; and your love life will either begin anew or continue to
improve, unless it involves
someone
named.
Sarah,
Ruprecht, or John.
Gemini (5/21-6/20): Paranoia
will be your protection from
those who plot against you. If
you suspect it's your imagina-

tion this week, think again. New
enemies arise whom you do not
know, or who were acquaintances or good friends before. Listen to all conversations as they
could pertain to you.
Cancer (6/21-7/22):
While
everyone else is having something interesting happen to them
this week, or is at least getting
deep advice, still, nothing is going on with you. (Now, listen,
no other astrologer would have
the guts to tell you this. Most of
them, with no professional
pride, would just make something up!)
Leo (7/23-8/22):
Nothing
good happens before 11:34 PM,
this week; and nothing bad happens after 2:38 AM, so carpe
noctum! Fortunes are good this
week, as the Dow Jones continues to influence the stars in your
sign. A bullish market on Wall
Street means you should invest
in Pacific rim corporations.
Virgo(8/23-9/22): Encourage
people to approach you by a
readiness to receive them. Be
aware of these attractions, as
some, unchecked, will bring you
shame, while others you ignore
will free you. Out of attraction
comes a gathering together,
which you must strengthen with
a common purpose and protect
from misfortune.

10. Tim McGraw - "1 Like It, I
Love It"
9. Brandy - "Brokenhearted"
8. Natalie Merchant - "Carnival"
7. Bone Thugs-N-Harmony-

©1995 by King Features Synd.

This Week
In History
October 7,1765, in protest over
the recently enacted Stamp Act,
requiring revenue stamps to help
finance royal troops, nine colonies, led by Massachusetts and
New York, met in New York for
the Stamp Act Congress.
October 7, 1777, the Americans were able to repel General
Burgoyne's
forces at Bemis
Heights and cutoff the Redcoats'
escape route.
October 7, 1780, the British
weredefeatednearKingsMountain, N.C.
October 6, 1781, the siege of
Cornwallis began.
October S, 1813, the U.S. victory at the Battle of the Thames
in Ontario, Canada, resulted in
the breaking of the Indian allies
of Great Britain and secured the
Detroit frontier, bu t couldn't succeed in Canadian invasion attempts.
October 8, 1871, the Great
Chicago Fire began to rage.
October 5, 1915, because of
U.S: protest over the sinking of
the Lusitania, Gennany issued
an apology and promised to
make financial reparations.
October 6, 1927,
motion pictures with
buted in New York
Jazz Singer," starring

"talkies,"
sound, dewith "The
Al [olson.

October
7, 1949, "Tokyo
Rose," Mrs. I. Toguri D'Aqumo,
was sentenced to 10 years in
prison for treason due to her
wartime propaganda
broadcasts.
October 3, 1965, the national
origins quota system of immigration was abolished.
October 2, 1967, Thurgood
Marshall, the first black u.s. Supreme Court Justice, was sworn
in.
October 7, 1985, the Achille
Lauro,anItaliancruiseship,
was
hijacked as it neared PortSaid in
Egypt by members of the Palestine Liberation
Front; Leon
Klinghoffer, an American passenger, was brutally murdered
by the hijackers.
October
3, 1991, House
Speaker Tom Foley announced
that the bank which operated in
the Capitol for House members
only would be closed at the end
of the year and that the House
Ethics Committee would investigate the charges of checks
drawn against insufficient funds
by several congressmen.
October 4, 1993, the trial of
four of the seven suspects in the
World Trade Center bombing
began in the u.s. District Court
in New York City.
©1995 by King Features Synd.
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THE VOICE SCORECARD
CONN SPORTS:
Women's Tennis:
Conn 7 Umass 2

Women's Soccer:
Conn 4 Salve Regina 0

Field Hockey:
Men's Soccer:
Conn 7 Salve Regina 0 Conn 2 Assumption 1
Wellesley 1 Conn 0
Conn 1 Trinity 0

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
AMERICAN J EAGUE

~1in8'

U5I

1. Tufts
6. Conn

Danm."k Trophy
1•. Naval Academy
9. Conn

I

I

IfdM

l'i.

L

ecr,

xBoston
New York
Baltimore
Detroit
Toronto

86
78
70
60
56

57
65
73
83
B7

.601
.545
.490
.420
.392
CENTRAL
.692
.490
.469
.448
.392

Southern Series
at Vale
1..Conn
2..TufIs
3. Yale

xCleveland
Kansas City
Chicago
Milwaukee
Minnesota

99
70
67
64
56

44
73
76
79
B7

Auto Racing
NASCAR Winston

Seattle
California
Texas
Oakland

78
72
73
67

65
65
70
76

l'i.ESI
Cup

Tyson Holly Farms 400
1. Mark Martin

.545
.538
.510
.469

sssr
IfdM

l'i.

L

I

w3
W4
W4
L2
U

Miami
Buffalo
Indianapolis
New England
N.Y. Jets

4
2
2
I
1

0
1
2
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

29
32
35
43

W4
L2
L1
L5
WI

Cleveland
Pittsbwg
Cinncinati
Houston
Jacksonville

3
3
2
2
I

1
2
3
3
3

-

Ll
W4
WI
L8

Kansas City
San Diego
Oakland
Seattle
Denver

4
3
3
2
2

1
2
I
2
3

GIl

SDlEAK

8
16
26
30

1
5
11

CENTRAL
0
0
0
0
0

Sunday's Results
Beat Cincinnati
Monday Night
Beat St. Louis
Lost to Atlanta
late Game

Monday Night
Beat San Diego
Lost to Miami
Lost to Jack.
Beat Houston

l'i.ESI

2. ll.... ty Wallace

0
0
0
0
0

Beat Arizona
Lost to Pittsburg
Late Game
Beat Denver
Lost to Seattle

3. Jeff Gonion
4. Terry Labonte
s. Kicky ll.udd
Standings
4 ben

~D\a.in

"\.lett Gotclon
'L 'Da.\e. bnmud.\
~Hna AI_lin
~. It#.nc MAdin
3.

I

s. Rusty

W4I11.ce

NATIONAl

NATIONAL

lEAGUE

sesr

U5I
IfdM
xA.'t.\antll
Philadelphia
Monrre.l
Florida

Montreal

l'i.
90
69
68

66
66

I.
53

7.

7.

73

77

ecr.

.-

GIl

SDlEAK

21

L2

.01.9

.483

.476

.469

IfdM
DaUas
Washington

W1
W5

22
23.5

Ll

PhiladeJphia
Arizona

24

WI

Giants

l'i.

L

I

4

1
3

0
0
0
0
0

2
2

I
I

3

4
4

84
69
73
62
57

Los Angeles
Colorado
San Diego
San Frandsco

77
76
70
67

59
68
70

SO
86

.600

9
11
21.5
24

L1
WI
Ll
W2
W1

.53B

-

.531
.490
.469

1
7
10

WI
WI
Ll
LI

.524
.510
.437
.399

l'i.ESI
66
67
73
76

';:;;:;
~

Sunday's Results
Lost to Wash.
Beat Dallas
Beat New Orleans
Lost to K.c.
Lost to San Fran.
_J

CENTRAL
xclncinnati
Houston
Chicago
St. Louis
Pittsburg

CONFERENCE

Green Bay
Chicago
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Detroit

3
2
2
3
. 1

I
2
2
2
3

St. Louis
San Francisco
Atlanta
Carolina
New Orleans

4
4
4
0
0

I'
1
1
5
5

CENTRAl
0
0
0
0
0

-

Bye
Bye
. Bye
Beat Carolina
Bye

l'i.ESI
0
0
0
0
0

Lost
Beat
Beat
Lost
Lost

to Indy.
Giants
New England
to Tampa
to PhiUy
,

-

Sports Quiz
.1. What country is credited with the beginnmg of the sport of horse racing?
2. How many strokes make up a quadruple bogey on a par-five golf hole?
3. In what year did Mexico City serve as
the host of the Summer Olympics?
4. What does scuba actually stand for?
5. What song is played as the horses step
up to the post for the Belmont Stakes?
6. Who was the successor to Avery
Brundage as International Olympic Committee chairman?
7. Who won the first championship game
to go mto overtime in the history of the
N.F.L?
8. What do you call the end man on a tugof-war team?
.

Sports Quiz Answers
1. England; 2. Nine; 3. 1968; 4. Self-con~,ained.underwater breathing apparatus; 5.
The Sidewalks of ew York:" 6. Lord Killian'
7. The Baltimore Colts; 8. The Anchor.
'
©1995 by King Features Synd.
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Conn improves record:

Men's soccer wins big
against Salve Regina
BY JON COMINGS

The College V Dice

On Saturday, the men's soccer team
ran past the Newporters of Salve Regina
8-0, improving their record to 3-3 on the
season. The 2-3-2 Newporters were never
in the game as defensive lapses allowed
Camel after Camel to walk-in uncontested on Salve Regina goalkeeper Nathan
Chase. It was obvious to everyone in the
crowd that Salve Regina did not have the
skills to compete with Camel-mania.
Senior Captain Chris Quercia opened
the scoring with a header in the first
minute of the game. From then on the
rout was on. By the end of the first half
the score was 4-0, with Conn controlling
the play.
While the final score was 8-0, it was
never really that close. Conn could have
easily scored a handful more, as numer-

ous rushes were either broken up by an
active goalkeeper or shots trickled just
wide of the net.
"It was never really a contest, which
was more a result of us being ready for
the game then them [Salve] being all that
bad. It was good practice," said Querela.
On Wednesday, Conn defeated Trinity 1-{)in Hartford, taking a significant
step in turning their season around.
Sophomore striker Mohamed Diagne
scored the breakaway goal late in the
first half and the defense held tough,
gIVmg the Camels their first victory over
a NESCAC opponent this year.
"Trinity was more of a challenge," cited
Querela. "Itwas nice to beat such a major
rival."
Conn will try to carry the momentum
from this week into lovely Worcester,
Massachusetts where they will take on
Clark University on Wednesday.

Dave ~ndAI's Totally
Biased Football Column
By DAVE

KElTNER

ANa
ALEX KATZ

from you again. Take criticism well,
no, not us! Could anyone really be so
stupid as to read this column to find
out what's going on in the NFL? Our

favorite teams are the Jets and the
Pats, two of the worst organizations
Hello again. Procrastination seems to ever to stain the map of the world.
be a recurring theme. It's Saturday at Please, pull your head out of your ass.
Scott Zolak gets the start this weekfour, and we have left ourselves an
end
for the Patriots. Al is contorting
entire hour to write our article. Would
we rather be at that kickin' party on himself, trying to slick his own head
where the sun doesn't shine and the
Knowlton green rubbing elbows with
Pats are blacked out. Consolation lies
those radical sky-divers and crazy
alumni? No sirree bob (yet another men- in the fact that Atlanta's defense has
more holes than Swiss cheese. If you
tionfor BobbyC.)! The beer isjust about
gone anyway, and your reading enjoy- are looking for an exciting game, stay
away from NBC at 1 p.m. We have
ment is much too important to us.
We would like to congratulate Bob also heard complaints about the fact
that we talk about the same teams
Malekoff for landing a bunch of patsies
every week. Once again, keep your
like Salve Regina for Homecoming
criticism to yourselves. As punishWeekend. Teams anticipate a match
with them in the same ma!U1er that ment, we will say nothing about the
NFL teams regard a game with the Jets. rest of the league.
Anna Stancioff, whose first name is
Speaking of the Jets,. we would rather
a
palindrome,
picks Washington over
not. Just yesterday, an anonymous
source reported that Dave was seen Dallas by a touchdown. Do you freshmen know what a palindrome is?
outside the Salvation Army, embroiled
in an altercation with the manager of Curran Ford picks Carolina over
said store. AI, who has been watching a Houston for the first expansion win
lot of "Magnum, P.!.", decided to in- of the 1990's. He is a single white
male, lives in Smith dormitory, and is
vestigate. It seems that the manager
would not even consider buying Da ve's fond of Greek tragedies. A member of
the class of 1999, he spends his time
Jet's jersey.
After a cigarette and some valium to taking long walks and listening to
caim him down, Dave decided to offer Hall and Oates. If any of you single
it for free, and again, the manager de- women are interested, call him at exclined. If at this point in the article you tension 3708. Ben "I swear that there
don't know who won last week, we is no gel in my hair" Tripp, piCks the
implore you to put your hand up to Giants over the 4gers. Ben was clearly
experimenting with strange new
your neck, and check for a pulse.
drugs when he made this pick. That's
We have heard through the Conn
it for this week, and congratulations
College rumor mill a few complaints
regarding the content of our article. It to Cosmo Quercia forseoring the first
seems that there are those who feel our and umpteenth goal today. We're
column is the same week after week. If ghost.
P.S. If you are looking for Derek
you fit into this category, we would like
Fisher,
try Conn College on any given
you to eat us. We detest you, you are
weekend.
We love you Fish.
ignorant, and we ~openever to hear
Tile College Voice

Matt McCreedy

199 in action versus Salve Regina on Saturday

1MUPDATE:

Fine Helps Marauders
to Best Start in Years
a'n.:t

Orruonsiek'sMarauderswerelead
this sack}
Bobby Driscoll (1TO, llNT,
past Sunday l>Yquarterback Sean Fine & lSack) were on fire, even without the
who threw four TO passes in a 35-0 supportofthenotorious"HeJmetVan."
slolrlping of All The President's Meu. VinFiorinoandJeffRO<:hebothadded
Matt Kelly, M'J.ke Kelly, Yin Talamo,
seven to the cause. Brian Klewc;aw
Greg Keller and Chris Kieo all found
scored the lone Uncle CharUes TO.
the end zone for the Marauders.
PoolHand Luke's sla.mmedMargie's
i" 1", their second win \lfthe weekt
Bultocks.2kQ. T"llllKnaverc;aul/ht3TO
'thteo/ for lhieeTDsand scored OO\! his Passes Itom Anda Bailey for Luke's.
\ow~~s tl!et4ara':'de~1 downed Girls In , Victor topped the Rednecks 14-7with
;1'tltl ~athroom~?9:':~0t.39-ti;
Mikem5$j!£,(>l.l\b~jiy,r~1.iamsand
Bob

t

Fine

..

~

'!ete
JWiI&tr~ cOniill~~ to kad Ih~g"a15;'rid
three aSSi#lStNoiik Goldner
,,'Young- Guns' offense with two, TD. (3 goaJs//CraigHirrikawa
(2,1), and
. 'Pa~$anQa
la-yard }Oron intlwir28G~~gKelle.r (2 goals) also tidded some
7llSS"ssiniltion of All The 1"residertt"s twine,
Mel\, Bergstrom, whose former nickGustersurvivesastheother3-{)team
",arn~ ()f~grall)pa",has beeJ:\p,~gra,ii~
wlthwlnsoverThe
Buds2-{)andRuebli
\2;'dad"~a!,,,dot\hisper(9rmanc.
this, 2-{). Justin Burke (1,2), Tyler Roberts
.~a$j).n,\qiJ:is'"twoh¥'ds"
Demming
(l,(l), Rick Johanson (1,0), and Jason
j~!h':,;wj~ere<~ ...er ~,reWwith 2 IDs. Moore (1,{)) all found the back of the
JayJarOCh!1 TO passpINrl
and Tom
net.'
Ryan (LTD) ~ helped to put points
The Crotch Goblins played the Serial
on tpe l>oard. Special teams p'ptain
Killers to a t-rue. The Crotch Goblins
DougLa~wa.awardedtheHCharlie
opened the sconng when Ion Oakes
, HUStle Awa,rdH in the corrlllllt.
crossed a forty footer to Eria Gaskell
> .!lss':,nce Of Birthbag' recorded its who slammed it home. Dave Toth
, m~ anticipated first win of the ljell- responded twenty minulllIllater with
son) 28-7 over Uncle Charlies. Derek
only 1:30 left in regulation. Siao Yuen
Hthl!!\aUS&"HaS80tl wew :3 TO pasaes
was a warded the assist.
for Essen"". Mark Driscoll (1
1

ro,

1996
Trek & Fisher Bicycles
Now in Stock
RegUar

~

Trek 800

$3Xl

$265

Trek 930

$550

$400

Rsher Aquila

$&Xl

$540

15% Discount for Conn. Students

on parts, acees s 00es and clothing
with college 10.

WAYFARER bicycle
120 ocean ave. new london, ct. 06320
(203) 443-8250

-
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SPORTS
Men's Cross Country
Team Places Fifth at
Conn Invitational
BY LEE

J. EISENBERG

1M College Votce

As the rest of the campus celebrated an exciting

Homecom-

ing Weekend, the Camel cross
country team hosted its first invitationaJ meet of this young
season.

According to sophomore
Jonah Davis, "the team, overall,
was excited [about hosting the
meet] because it's nice to fun
and defend your own course."

"[Unfortunately]

many run-

ners were worn down.

A lot of

guys were sick, but we had two
days rest and that definitely
helped:' explained freshman
Rick Gelinas.
The Camels finished the meet
a respectable fifth out of the nine
teams that were at the invitational. Amherst won the meet,
while a strong Bowdoin team
took second.
According to Davis, "Bowdoin
and Amherst were tough, but
we should have beaten 'Babson
\who finished third)."

\

Co-ca~\a\t'\S Matt Santo and
'Z.andy M3ngo\d.
were the

Camel's 1-2 punch as they have
been for much of this early season. Gelinas, only a freshman,
came in with a stellar third place

perfonnance.

Aaron Kleinman,

also a freshman, placed fourth
for Conn. Sophomore Tom
Young rounded out the top five
for the Camels with a strong
race.
This meet was the team's first
major event, and it is therefore

"still early in the season.
team]

is concentrating

[The
on im-

proving throughout the season."
The two other major events

are

the NESCAC championships,
which Conn is hosting for the
first time ever and the New En-

gland Division 3 Championships, which will take place later
this season in Maine.
The cross country team, more
so than other teams around campus, has a core of freshmen and

sophomores, which will help the
team grow.

Several members

of the team set new personal
best times, and improvement
like that will certainly translate
jrac higher finishes in this and

'BY SUE ERB
A5SOCia/~ Spcrls Editor

The past few weeks have been

tough week with win in Or.
The Camels had ample opporTIlt

tunity

College Voice

couldn't

The past week was a tough
one for the women's field hockey
team.

After last Saturday's hugewin
over Amherst,

--

the Camels

pro-

ceeded to lose the following two
out of three games. Clark and
Wellesley proved to be frustrating losses, but the women pulled
it together at weeks end to arise
victoriously

in overtime against

. Assumption.
Tuesdays 1-0 loss toClark was
due to an apparant lack of en-

-

to do so as well,

but

capitalize on their op-

portunities.
When asked about the overtime win over Assumption
the

speedster
Molly Nolan re-'
sponded, "Hopefully this game
[versus Aasumption] wiil put
us back on track." Well, many
fans hope so too.
In the first hall Nolan tipped
in a shot by Allyson Kurker for
the first Camel goal of the day.
By halftime the score was tied II.

The second half proved to be

thusiasm and teamwork.
The
women came out flat and never

exhausting for both teams, and
at the end of regulation the score

got into their groove. Clark
scored midway through the first
half, and the Camels couldn't
respond.
The l-(l loss to Wellesley was
similar to Tuesday's game. Despite great individual efforts by
goalie
Wendy
Kantor,
mid fielder Nelle Jennings, and
defender l<aty Wood, the Cam-

was still tied.
But thankfully, in the first few

els couldn't

muster

up a win.

Wellesley scored their only goal
of the game in the second half.

minutes

of sudden

death over-

time, Darn LeBlanc crossed the
ball from the right side to Kim
Holliday who took a beautiful
shot and scored.
This win will hopefully carry
over to this Tuesday when the
women play Trinity (we don't
like them very much) at home.
So come watch or Laura Bayon
will be mad ..

Editor

Volleyball Heading
off to a great start

futute seesoos.

Field Hockey finishes off
BY VINCENT FARRELL

Rick StratfonlSports

Steve Bosco.

very busy and successful for the
women's volleyball team. The
Camels began their season with
a win against Mt, Holyoke at the
Coast Guard Academy. However, they took a loss from the
eGA women.

The loss was not a

women came very close to beatingnumberonerankedBates.lt
came down to the fifth game
rally point for the camels to be

defeated. While disappointing,
they did put up a strong showing against a team that was difficult to beat. They were able to
defeat Bowdoin and bring home
a win in what Hanselman called
"an exhausting

weekend".

Tuesday, September 9 put the

bad one however. Team captain

women

Megan Hanselman,
senior saw
it as a positive
experience.

Magnus. The Camels were able
to defeat them in a quick win in
three games.
Last weekend, the volleyball

"[CGA] did not walk all over
us," said Hanselman.

'We put

up a fight even though we didn't
expect a lot."
The CGA did not lose any
players this year; in fact, they
gained a few. Hanselman considers a strong showing against

the CGA to be an indication of
good things to come.
In the following weeks, good
things did happen. On the weekend of September 15-16, the team
played at the Bates Tournament
where they were able to face a
lot of NESCAC teams. The volleyball team normally does not
face the teams until the NESCAC
tournament at the end of the
season.

The Camels emerged from the
tournament

with a 1-4 record,

but the record does not reflect
how well they played.
The

up

against

Albertus

that team playingat the Amherst
Tournament.
They defeated S1.
Joseph's of Connecticut in regu-

lar play. They won against St.
Anslarn's inthesemi-finals. This
win was big due to the fact that
St. Anslam's is Division 2. Conn
lost to Amherst in the finals 1513 and 15-2 but were challenging to Amherst.
The Camels were able to come
away with second place even

thought one of the starters Tina
Davis

'99 was out with mono.

Laura 'Hook '99 stepped in for
Davis, and "stepped up to the
challenge,"

said

Hanselman.

cut State Invitational

Tourna-

"She played a new position. It's
hard going from setter to hit-

ment. Conn celebrated

victories

ter. "

team won the Western Connecti-

against Farley-Dickinson
University, Rhode Island College,
and Western Connecticut State.
The tournament came down to

the last point of the last game
when Conn was able to defeat
WestemCTState.
"WestemCT
was definitely

the team to beat,"

said Hanselman,

"It was a big

It seems as though the entire
team has improved very early in
the season.

While the freshman

which compose the majority of
the team have surpassed expectations,

the returning

players

have done so as well. "I'm really
impressed with the team and
how the returning players have

win."

been able to increase

Amy Ashbury
'97 and
Hanselman were named Alltournament players at the Western CTState Invitational. It was

of play:' said Shropshire. "This
is the hardest schedule we've

from this tournament

Wesleyan,

that team

captain Lauren Shropshire '96
was named NESCAC player of
the week.
Homecoming Weekend had

their level

had"

In two weeks, Conn will face
their first home game.

"It will be a good game.

We

certainly have potential," said
Hanselman.
'1t will be close;
we're really excited for it."

Athlete of the Week
It's anothe~ tough week because Homecoming was such ~ rou~ing success, but this time we here at the Voice have to give the
award to seruor soccer captain ChrIS Cosmo Quercia, Conn s Deion Sanders scored two impressive goals in his teams drubbing
of Salve Regina. Pound for pound, Quercia is arguably Conn's top athlete.

